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During the hotter summer months here at Stuff HQ, we bolt 
the doors from the inside, huddle around the air conditioning 
and vow never to eat anything spicy ever again. Now 
barricaded against the sweltering heat we let our minds 

wander to colder climes and way cooler gadgets, to put together a 
celebration of the best and most lust-worthy tech on planet Earth. Yes, 
we’ve scoured gadgetland for the coolest gadgets, apps, websites and 
even places to compile the world-famous Stuff Cool List for 2013. So 
flip to p32 and immerse yourself in it, or risk being shunned by your 
family and friends. 
     Elsewhere in the issue, we’ve talked to the man behind the 
PlayStation 4, the next mega-console that will be battling it out for 
some space under your telly later this year, but if you prefer gaming on 
the go you might want to read about Razer’s tablet-for-gamers the 
Edge Pro on p50. Of course, both these consoles have been designed 
by committee to maximise sales - if that gets you hot under the gadget 
collar, you might be interested in what we have to say about 
crowdstorming on p47. We’ve also had to think outside the box 
(specifically, the air conditioned box) to test a new breed of always-on 
activity fitness trackers. Will they get you fit? We spent an evening 
panting and sweating around Safa Park to put them, quite literally, 
through their paces. Tinkerers will also be pleased to see the return of 
our Projects section, where would-be gadget improvers can learn how 
to build the ultimate tech home, barbeque like a king and even turn 
your old CD collection into a set of dumbbells. Enjoy. 

Thomas Shambler, Editor / thomas@motivate.ae / @tshams
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H o t s t fu f 18 PAGES  
OF THE BIGGEST 
STORIES FROM 
PLANET TECH

NoKIA BuILDs tHE 
WoRLD’s BEst 

CAMERAPHoNE. 
(AGAIN)

NoKIA LuMIA 1020

HOT 
THREE 

#1

sHooty AND sWEEt

1

3

2

1 BOGOF 
The 1020 takes two 
photos at once: one huge 
38MP (effective) image  
for cropping, editing and 
printing, and one 5MP 
snap for facetweeting. It’s 
got a proper Xenon flash, 
as well as an LED.

2 Get a Grip
For days when you  
know you’re going to be 
snapping a lot, the 
(optional) Camera Grip 
cover adds an extra 
1020mAh of battery to 
the 1020, as well as a 
chunkier handhold. 

3 Optical stabilisation
Nokia’s optical unit  
is a marvel of micro-
engineering, packing six 
lens elements stabilised 
by ballbearings (and over 
100 parts in total) into  
a block the size of a  
sugar cube. 

If you want to be the best, and you want to beat the 
rest, dedication’s what you need. Nokia’s ceaseless 
focus on mobile camera tech is bearing fruit, turning 

what is a respectable but fairly unremarkable 
Windows Phone 8 blower into a platform for a camera 
that knocks every single one of its competitors into a 

cocked hat. Then takes a really lovely picture of the 
hat, which its competitors grudgingly retweet 

because it is just an absolutely cracking picture of a 
hat. Under the hood, an f2.2 Carl Zeiss lens with optical 
image stabilisation combines with a 41MP sensor and 
Nokia’s crafty PureView tech to create huge images 
that you can crop into as if you were zooming with a 
long telephoto lens. On-screen dials let you swipe 

through settings such as shutter speed and ISO as if 
you were toting a DSLR. It’s not likely to beat the 

iPhones and Androids of this world in a popularity 
contest, but what’s better – being popular and 

average, or being the best?
As hot as… your phone left on the dashboard of a 

Sharjah hire car
US$tba (due Sept) / nokia.com
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H so t ft u f

0-60MPH
3.7sec

TOP SPEEd
152mph
WEIGHT
695kg
POWER
285bhp

MEXICAN  
WAHEy-VE

VuHL 05
While our inner geek (and our outer geek, 

for that matter) insists that the thrill of 
driving a track car is a numbers game – 
about being competitive, about beating 

your personal best – it’s not all about the 
data. Hooning around in a track car is fun 

because of the noise, and the feel, and the 
fact that you know it looks pretty cool.  

With this entirely subjective criteria in mind, 
the Mexican-built Vuhl’s 2-litre Ford engine 
was chosen because it sounds better than 

the Audi equivalent, its chassis has been 
fine-tuned for speed, and it looks – well, you 

can see how it looks. And for when you do 
want to analyse your driving, there’s a 

forward-facing HD camera between the 
seats and a Record button on the dash. 

As hot as... 99 RON chilli con carne
from US$90,000 / vuhl05.com

HOT 
THREE

#2
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LEss Is PHWoAR
HtC one Mini

Because most of the Stuff team are 
descendents of the same European geek 

dynasty, we all have gigantic multi-jointed 
thumbs and can easily use 5in touchscreens 

single-handed. But for those of you not of 
the Von Stüffelburg line, less can be more, 

and the One Mini’s 4.3in, 720p screen is 
arguably better suited to people who aren’t 
the result of centuries of careful inbreeding. 
That doesn’t mean you need to give up the 
One’s UltraPixel camera, Blink Feed or 4G 
connectivity, or for that matter its lovely 
metallic styling, although you will have to 
keep more money than you would have 

spent on a full-size HTC One. 
As hot as... Fun Size aluminium ingots

US$tba (due autumn) / htc.com

HOT 
THREE

#3
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V I T A L S T A T S

USE IT WITH

Sony Xperia Z Ultra 
US$tba (due Sept) / sonymobile.com 

SONY’S GALAXY NOTE 
KILLER

XPERIA Z 
ULTRA

XPERIA Z

“Well done, boys,” said King 
Sony when his engineers 
presented him with the 
Xperia Z, “do more of that.” 
So they took him literally 
and made a phablet version

Sony SmartWatch 2
Tap this similarly water- and dust-proof 
chunk of Android on your Ultra and they’ll 
NFC-meld so you answer calls, control 
music and read texts without having to 
wield your mighty phablet on the move. 
US$tba (due Sep) / sonymobile.com

● It’s more powerful
Far from simply giving the Xperia Z 
a bigger screen, Sony has 
furnished it with the biggest brain 
currently available on a mobile, the 
new quad-core Snapdragon 800 
chip. If you’re a gamer, a multi-
tasker or one of those people  
who becomes furious in the half-
second it takes to load a webpage, 
this is the phablet for you. 

● It’s more durable
Well, in the battery department, 
anyway. A larger frame means 
more space for fuel, and the Ultra 
packs in a 3000mAh battery that 
should give it plenty of lasting 
power once combined with Sony’s 
battery-saving Stamina Mode. 
Like the Xpera Z and Tablet Z, it’s 
also waterproof and dustproof, so 
you can keep it in a bucket in the 
desert if you want to. 

● It’s more bigger
With its 5in screen, the Xperia Z 
was already getting into phablet 
territory – but the Ultra’s massive 
6.4in, 1080p display puts it 
squarely into minitab territory. 
Amazingly, though, despite its 
sub-aquatic smarts and big 
battery, it’s just 6.5mm thick.

● It’s more expensive
Sony’s Z range doesn’t come 
cheap, and the Ultra is unlikely to 
buck that trend. We’d certainly 
expect it to cost more than rival 
bigphones such as the Huawei 
Ascend Mate and ZTE Grand 
Memo, both of which are available 
for around US$550. That’s not 
necessarily a bad thing, though – 
if you’re buying a phablet to 
replace both your smartphone 
and your tablet, splashing out on  
a premium one makes sense.  
Your move, Samsung. 

12
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DROp EVERYTHING 
AND DOWNLOAD...

IfTTT US$free / iOS

Pint-sized powerhouse
Chillblast Fusion MaMMoth

Last month we urged you to decide between an Xbox One, 
PlayStation 4 or a low-priced, Steam-powered PC. Tricky 

call, wasn’t it? This month we say: to hell with all them 
flyboxes. The Mammoth is one of three new small-form-

factor gamers from Chillblast, all running Nvidia GeForce GTX 
graphics yet small enough to live in the lounge. All three can 

be overclocked and pimped until the price and power are high 
enough to make a plasticky console drop its teraflops.

From US$1,500 / chillblast.com

like people on the metro, apps are an unsociable bunch. iFttt (short for “if this, then 
that”) is here to get them chatting. sign up and it’ll let you create “recipes” for automating 
actions between services – for example, sending ios photos to Dropbox as you take 
them, or creating an Evernote reminder when you favourite a gift in Etsy. it’ll come into its 
own when ios 7 brings background updating – recipes currently only run when the app is 
active – and an android version is in the works for those looking for a tasker alternative.

Slender ascender
huawEi asCEnD P6

You’ve asked yourself a few questions about 
your next phone: will it have a 720p screen? A 

quad-core processor? Android 4.2? A microSD 
slot? And so far, you’re left with loads to choose 
from. Better get more specific: is it so thin that it 

could get lost in a pack of cards? Is it, in fact, the 
slimmest smartphone in the world? Only the 
6.18mm-deep P6, which Huawei has kept on 

dehydrated lettuce and low self-esteem for 
months, holds that title. It probably won’t hold it 

for long before it gets all faint and has to rest, mind. 
US$500 / huawei.com

13
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The Lead Architect on the PS4 
tells us about his love of indie 
games, his history as a game 
developer and how sometimes  
he wishes he could do something 
a bit smaller…

The PS4 was built with game 
developers in mind.
For three years before the launch 
of the PS3 I watched the reaction 
from the dev community when 
they got their hands on the 
hardware and found out just how 
difficult to use it was. Our target 
for the PS4 was 10 times the 
performance of the PS3, and 
when you have that much 
performance, it becomes easy to 
try something quickly. For Knack, 
we wanted to create a character 
that was driven by a 5000-part 
physics simulation. It turns out it’s 
not that hard to make that sort of 
thing on the hardware, so if you try 
it, it works, great. If it doesn’t, next 
idea. This will make development 
less cumbersome, and it’ll add to 
the richness of gameplay. And it’s 

accessible because it’s familiar, 
because it’s a supercharged PC 
architecture, which means it’s a 
PC. One developer told me it had 
taken all of four weeks to bring 
their title to PS4. 

I have a long history with 
PlayStation.
I’ve been contracting on over  
a dozen projects since the early 
days of the PS1, and I’m very 
proud that it’s supported games 
that would not have found a home 
elsewhere, such as Heavy Rain 
from Quantic Dream, or Journey 
from That Game Company. 

There was something magical 
about the early PlayStation days.
With a small team and not much 
money you could make a very 

interesting game. And people did 
– games such as PaRappa The 
Rapper, Intelligent Qube and Devil 
Dice, titles that added so much 
variety to the platform. With the 
PS3 we moved towards the big 
titles, which players love, but 
we’ve worked to make the PS4 
more accessible. I really think  
we’ll see a renaissance in gaming 
where we see that variety of 
experience we had from the  
early PlayStation days, plus the 
blockbusters, on one platform. 

As games evolve, the PS4 will 
evolve with them. 
You can see this on PS3, in the 
sense that The Last Of Us looks 
so different in year seven than 
Resistance did in year one, and  
the same will be the case on PS4.

I’m very interested in 4K gaming.
But it’s not a focus this year. Right 
now… Are there any 4K TVs out 
there? I mean, they’re on sale, but 
at about 110 inches.  

There are some brilliant indie 
developers around at the moment. 
Jonathan Blow is a very exciting 
developer to watch, so I’m looking 
forward to Witness a lot. The art 
style of Transistor is just a 
wonderful approach to take and  
I love the story of Octodad. 

Trying to enhance your graphics 
by cloud computing doesn’t work.
You have to send a couple of 
gigabytes of data up that tiny  
little wire to the server, where it 
computes some pixels and sends 
them back. We do use cloud 
computing, but for things such as 
match-making for online games. 
Figuring out what we can use it  
for is something we have to look 
forward to over the next decade.

I’m jealous of friends of mine  
who are doing smaller projects.
With games such as Flower and 
PixelJunk Shooter, they have an 
idea and they go after it. I would 
love to work on a title that’s as 
concept-driven as the games  
I was doing back in 1982 for the 
arcades when you just had an 
idea, and you had about six 
months, and you put it out there. 
Maybe it would succeed, maybe it 
would fail, but it was based on an 
idea, a unique idea that anyone 
who played it would get. 

Knack
In order to simulate 
what it would be like 
to play his PS4-for-
beginners as a child, 
Cerny had an extra-
large controller 
specially made. 

Crash Bandicoot
Cerny’s work as 
Executive Producer 
was the start of a  
long collaboration 
with Naughty Dog, 
and one of the PS1’s 
most popular series.

Marble Madness
Not many people turn 
out a successful game 
before their 19th 
birthday. Cerny did, 
with this 1984 arcade 
title inspired by the 
drawings of Escher. 

“we’ll see a renaissance in gaming, 
with the variety of indie games plus 
blockbusters all on one platform”

14
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I love the technical side of 
filmmaking, where the art  
meets the science. 
By that I mean I’m fascinated  
by the questions that Sergei 
Eisenstein asked, such as  
“What does one cut, in relation  
to another cut, mean to an 
audience?” So, for example, he 
found that when he put a man’s 
face on screen and then cut to  
a bowl of soup, that made the 
audience think the man’s hungry. 
And that’s fascinating to me, that 
the juxtaposition of these 
images can create different 
impressions in the mind of the 
audience. And if you change the 
order of them, the audience will 
think that something completely 
different is happening, and you’ve 
told a different story with the 
same images. That’s the science 
of filmmaking for me – not  
so much the workings of the 
camera as the workings of the 
language of film. 

When I think of my first film,  
Evil Dead (1) , I don’t think it  
would be easier to make it today. 
Yes, there are more sensitive 
cameras now, but we needed 
lighting to describe a situation  
of horror, so we’d still need it to 
achieve the same effects. We 
shot on Super 8mm so the camera 
was very light; it was no worse 
than today’s video cameras.

To anyone who wants to make 
films I would say: get out there 
and start making films. 
Write a scene today, shoot it in a 
couple of days, experiment with 
simple lighting and directing the 
actor, then cut it the same night. 
Show it the next day to any 
audience: just your fami ly or your 

friends. Get their feedback and 
fix it up, because it won’t be good 
yet – recut, reshoot, and try again 
until it works better. Rinse and 
repeat. And that’s how you’re  
a filmmaker. You’re not waiting  
for anyone to make you a 
filmmaker, you’re not waiting  
for an opportunity, you’re simply 
improving every day at your craft. 

I had to do the same thing to  
learn how to make 3D films.
I really wanted to use it [in Oz the 
Great and Powerful (2)] to invite 
the audience into this world that 
L Frank Baum created. But I had 
experienced 3D movies that 
were uncomfortable to watch, so 
I had to figure out how it’s done 
properly. Basically you learn 
through doing, so I would shoot 
tests and try different lighting 
and camera systems, and finally 
found out where I was making 
mistakes, and the mistakes other 
filmmakers make, and I tried with 

the help of my stereographer, 
cinematographer and editor  
to correct those mistakes to 
create an inviting, pleasurable  
3D experience.

If I had the chance to make a 
movie about any superhero,  
it would be The Shadow (3). 
I’ve always wanted to make a film 
about him, because I love the idea 
of this 1930s American pulp hero. 
He’d slip into the night and he 
could disappear like a ninja, and 
he fought crime with two blazing 
six-guns. He was really scary – 
half demon, half crimefighter. 

Sam Raimi directed Oz the Great 
and Powerful, out on Blu-ray and 
DVD on 1 July

Sam Raimi
The director of The Evil Dead and Spider-Man gives us a 
lesson in how to get started in the moviemaking business

“you’Re Simply impRoving 
eveRy day at youR cRaft”

MY GADGET LIFE
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The bigger picture in tech

At HoME oN MARs
A scientist returns to 
base after collecting  
rock samples at the Mars 
Desert Research Station. 
Sadly these explorers 
aren’t on the Red Planet, 
but the next most 
inhospitable place: the 
Utah desert. Because  
it takes 6-10 months to 
get to Mars (depending 
on the alignment of the 
planets) and there may 
not be enough fuel to get 
back, the scientists of  
the EuroMoonMars B 
Mission are figuring out 
how astronauts will 
become self-sufficient 
on an otherwise lifeless 
planet, 225 million miles 
from home. 
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LYtRo GEts  
APPY & soCIAL
So it turns out there’s a 
Wi-Fi chip in the Lytro light 
field camera. Coupled with 
the new Lytro iPhone app,  
it enables you to control the 
camera remotely, as well  
as share pictures via social 
media or export them as 
GIFs. Finally, a proper way to 
share those “living photos”.

MICRosoft DoEs A 
u-tuRN oN XBoX oNE
After a couple of weeks 
cowering from gamers 
brandishing pitchforks 
(some 3D-printed at 1:8 
scale, others just on WoW), 
Microsoft has had a change 
of heart: Xbox One will no 
longer require daily online 
check-ins and there’ll be no 
limit on reselling or trading 
secondhand games.

soCIAL PotLuCk
If Facebook seems too 
much like a school reunion 
and Twitter feels too full of 
people who are a bit too full 
of themselves, try Potluck. 
It’s a new social network 
focusing on what’s being 
shared rather than those 
who are sharing: posts are 
anonymous until you click 
on them. Web only for now, 
with an iOS app on the way.



C H O I C E
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Feast your brain on a 
buffet of tech, science, 
history and fiction

1 Mark Miodownik
Stuff Matters
As graphene and its cousins gear 
up to revolutionise everything, 
this tour of the materials that 
shape our world is a timely read. 
Also, you’ve got to love the title.

2 Neil Gaiman 
The Ocean At The  
End Of The Lane
The master of modern fantasy’s 
first novel in eight years is the 
story of an artist who returns to 
his Sussex home and remembers 
the weird events of his childhood.   

3 Ken Macleod
Intrusion
In a near-future London in which 
everyone takes personalised, 
genetically tailored medicine 
from birth, an expectant mother 
finds she isn’t free to be unhealthy.  

4 Felix Martin
Money: The 
Unauthorised 
Biography 
An entertaining history of  
one of the most powerful, 
misunderstood forces in the 
world around us. Not one of  
those awful books about  
how to get rich.  

5 James Smythe
The Explorer
From the author of the highly 
original The Testimony, an 
account of a journalist who is 
selected to document the first 
manned mission to deep space, 
and ends up alone.  

6 Evgeny Morozov
To Save Everything, 
Click Here
The visionaries at the helms of 
Google, Facebook and the rest 
see our world as a set of problems 
that need solving, and this book 
suggests that giving them the 
power to do so is not a great idea. 

SummEr 
rEadIng
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LG’s HOM-BOT 
Square makes cleaning simple

The Corner 
Master

It’s hip to be square. Thanks to the 
HOM-BOT’s unique shape, longer side 

brushes and Voice Guidance, it can reach 
corners, wall edges and small area more 
effectively than traditional round-shaped 

robot vacuum cleaners. It’ll give you 
the thorough, fresh-everywhere 
cleaning that will delight even 

the fussiest homeowner. 

Dual-eye 
Technology

You use both your eyes while 
cleaning, and the HOM-BOT Square 

does too. With Dual Eye 2.0 cameras 
mounted on the top and bottom, the 
HOM-BOT maps the area around your 
home as it cleans. Then it calculates 
the optimal cleaning path to make 

sure it doesn’t miss a spot. That 
means better, more efficient 

cleaning.

Quiet
 Cleaner

Because not every room is the 
same, HOM-BOT has 7 Smart Cleaning 

Modes. Everything from Zig-Zag for 
large areas with a few obstacles, to 

Smart Turbo, which automatically adjusts 
to floor and carpets. It’s also quiet, 
thanks to smart design features and 

insulation that absorb vibrations 
and reduces noise to just 

60dBa.

Photographic 
memory

The HOM-BOT will recognize parts of 
your home it has cleaned previously, so 
it remembers the optimal cleaning pack 

and how to get past pesky obstacles. And if 
it runs out of juice, it’ll find its charging dock 
all by itself, navigating its way through your 

home before charging itself. There’s a 
handy alarm function too, meaning 
you can set the HOM-BOT to clean 

even when you’re out of 
the house.

advertising feature

Hate cleaning? The new LG 
HOM-BOT Square will do it for 
you, taking robot vacuuming 
to the next level. First there’s 
the ingenious square design, 

then there’s Dual-Eye Mapping 
for amazing performance. 
Not to mention 7 Smart 

Clean Modes. The HOM-BOT 
really is the future of carefree 

cleaning. Here’s what you 
need to know.



G A M E S

 firSt look MAd MAx 
out 
2014

It might be tempting to write 
Mad Max off as a brainless 
movie tie-in – Mad Max: Fury 
Road will smash into cinemas 
next year – but this open-world 
drive ’n’ fight game is well worth 
a second look. After all, if ever  
a film was given to the endless 
space of an open-world game, 
Mel Gibson’s desert-wandering 
dystopian dieselpunk death-
race is it. And this isn’t some 
hastily cobbled-together effort 
from a developer in thrall to a 
movie studio: it’s being made by 
Avalanche Studios, which has 
already excelled at open-world 
with the Just Cause games.  

Like the best games-of-movies 
(with the notable exception of 
GoldenEye), it’s not a game of 
the movie at all but a separate 
story that takes place in the 
same universe. And like the best 
open-world games, the story is 
something you can ignore for as 
long as you like. Instead, you can 
spend your time doing up your 
motor – as in the film, car 
customisation is the key to 
post-apocalyptic survival and 
you can turn your ride into a 
stripped-down speed machine 
or a lumbering tank – and just 
driving around, taking on side 
missions and tooling up for the 

inevitable showdown with 
Robot Tina Turner. Or, at least, 
that’s what we would expect 
the final boss to be.  Combat is 
both stand-and-shoot and 
drive-and-shoot, with enemies 
leaping on to your moving car to 
receive a faceful of lead. There’s 
no word yet on whether you’ll 
get a sharpened metal 
boomerang, or an unhinged feral 
cohort at any point, but we are 
relieved to inform you that, after 
a justified spot of fan-rage, Max’s 
accent will not be American but 
as Australian as a kangaroo 
barbecuing a can of Fosters. 
Good work, possums. 
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1

incoMinG

vS

dubAi dElivEry
US$free / iOS
Ever been infuriated with the inadequacy 
of your local courier services? Cleary the 
lads at Sentiomedia have, as this little gem 
puts players through the paces of creating 
and managing an efficient delivery 
company chock-full of localized touches 
and an impressively recognizable map that 
many resident of Dubai will appreciate.

liMbo
US$4.99 / iOS
One of Stuff’s favourite indie games from 
2010 has finally found a home on portable 
devices. Fantastic puzzles and a broody, 
almost creepy, atmosphere make this a 
must have for those who slept on it the 
first time and heck, at $5 anyone who’s 
played it before will tell you its well worth 
another go around.

PlAntS vS. ZoMbiES 2:  
it’S About tiME
from US$free / iOS, Android, BB10
The sequel to the mega popular tower 
defense game is finally upon us, complete 
with a host of new flora as you guard your 
precious brains from the hungry undead. 
There’s plenty of new zombies, from 
pirates to ancient Egyptians and chickens. 
Yes, that’s right, zombie chickens.

SAintS row iv 
PS3/Xbox 360/PC / out August 2013
Never a franchise to take itself too seriously, Saints 
Row IV sees the return of Steelport city, now under 
the throes of an extraterrestrial invasion. 
It showcases the lighter (but still decidedly adult) side 
of dudes who beat each other to a pulp while wearing 
tights with the introduction of superpowers. 
There’s an arsenal of alien weaponry too, so expect 
the destruction, chaos and downright ridiculousness 
the series is lauded for to be turned up to a scrotum-
punching 11.

bAtMAn: ArkhAM oriGinS
PS3/Xbox 360/PC / out October 2013
Pre-dating the events of the previous two Arkham games by 
a good five years, this sees the beginnings of Batman and 
finally opens the floodgates to Gotham City. Letting the Dark 
Knight fast travel around the city by remote calling his 
Batwing means you’ll be able to explore and pummel the 
faces of Batman’s most notorious enemies that much easier. 
And those of you that like to glide around in the shadows for a 
more stealthy approach to inflicting the full brunt of vigilante 
justice, can have your fill too, whiletaking in the moody vistas 
of the DC Universe’s darkest metropolis.

SEPtEMbEr
● GtA v
● fifA 14
octobEr
● bAtMAn: ArkhAM oriGinS
● bAttlEfiEld 4
novEMbEr
● ASSASSin’S crEEd 4: blAck flAG
● wAtch_doGS
● nEEd for SPEEd: rivAlS

whAt wE’rE PlAyinG on our PhonES 

2-uP oPEn-world SuPErhEro GAMES
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I C O N

You there! Explain this thing to me!
It’s a music box, Your Lordship.  
Not the 21st-century, plays-any-
tune-ever sort. The 19th-century, 
clockwork sort. It’s not old-
fashioned, mind: it comes from one 
of Your Munificence’s favourite 
Swiss watchmakers, MB&F, and it 
plays six different tunes, from the 
Star Trek theme to Pink Floyd. 
Also, it looks like a spaceship. 

Indeed. But what does a 
watchman know of musicalia? 
Watches and music boxes are not 
so different – they’re both complex 
mechanisms that turn the power 
from a spring into movement. And 
this one’s a collaboration – while 
MB&F contributed the futuristic 
design, the engineering was 
supplied by the world’s oldest and 
most prestigious music box maker, 

Reuge. You turn the propeller-
shaped dials at the rear to wind it 
up, then hit one of the play buttons 
and the long horizontal cylinders 
rotate, plucking the notes with 
their pins, creating a unique live 
performance and showing off the 
kind of exquisite craftsmanship 
and micro-engineering that you 
get in a swanky watch but often 
can’t see, let alone hear. 

Superlative! Have one sent to my 
suite at the Fuffington, at once!
Of course, Your Pecuniousness. 
We’ll have it pre-wound that you 
may listen to it while wallowing in a 
bath of Oscietra caviar and setting 
light to bank notes for the simple 
pleasure of watching them burn. 
Because if that’s not the sort of 
thing you do on a daily basis, you 
definitely can’t afford one of these.

MB&F MusiCMaChine
US$poa / mbandf.com

watChes and 
MusiC Boxes are 

not so diFFerent
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Ouya lookin’ at?
Mad Catz MOJO
Mad cats are anything but simple, with their penchant 
for licking cream off the ceiling and yowling along to 
strange jazz. Mad Catz, on the other hand, is a gaming 
accessories manufacturer, and its take on the Android 
games console is wonderfully simple. So while the 
Ouya and its ilk run their own versions of Android and 
therefore require games to be ported over, the MOJO is 
open source and can run Google Play. That means that 
you can play any game in the store, and also that the 
likes of Netflix, YouTube and the rest will work on your TV. 
You could even read Stuff on it! But that would be mad. 
US$tba (due December) / madcatz.com

WAMLI
US$various / wamli.com

Meet Wamli.com - an online shopping site 
dedicated to all things funky, cool and 

colourful. There are gadgets on there too, but 
only the best looking and super awesome 

(like the iPhone-friendly Megaphone above). 
But that’s not why we like the site; every 
time you spring for a new gadget you get 

experience points. Get enough XP and you 
can level-up, giving you access to more 

Wamli coins (which can be used as in-shop 
currency) and special powers, that give you 

free shipping, better deals and more. It makes 
shopping a lot more fun, and makes 

meandering around a mall a thing of the past.

Level up your shopping

NokIA LuMIA 625
US$305 / nokia.com

Just after releasing its awesome 1020 
camera phone (more on p7), Nokia has pulled 
the wraps off its Lumia 625, a 4G big-screen 
smartphone for a budget price. For your buck 

you’ll get a 4.7in (800x480) screen, 1.2GHz 
Snapdragon S4 dual-core processor, 512MB 

RAM, 8GB of storage for 64GB more, and 
a5MP snapper. Not quite as special as the 
Lumia 1020 then, but quite good for a mid-

range smartphone. You also get 4G LTE 
onboard, as well as new Bluetooth 4.0 tech. 

Expect it out in the Middle East this 
September, for a wallet-friendly price  

just north of US$300.

Budget big-screen

D-LINk WIreLess DIr-868L
US$220 / dlink.com

Wi-Fi router news comes just in-between 
watching paint drying and the grass grow on 
the Stuff excite-o-meter, but bear with us. 

D-Link’s DIR-868L has a few features worth 
knowing about, despite its terrible name. It 

looks like no wireless router before it, with a 
sleek black shell and cylindrical shape, and 

means you won’t have to hide your box-grey 
internet box under the table ever again.  
It’s also packed full of tech to make your 

network go fast, very fast - including AC1750 
dual-band speeds that makes streaming 

lightning quick, and will handle up to 25 
devices at the same time.

Wi-Fi gets a makeover

LocAL stuff this month’s best gadget news, product 
launches and more from around the gulf
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Almost aff4dable
LG LA9700

In months gone by you had to be a cigar-champing, 
top-hat-wearing Etonian with a monocle, a butler 
and a safe seat on the Conservative front bench to 
get within 100 metres of a 4K TV, let alone own one. 

But that is finally changing, and now you only need to 
be moderately obscenely rich to get one. LG’s new 
55in pixel-parading panel is available in the UAE for, 

well, 6K, which buys you a crispy 3840x2160 IPS 
display complete with a nifty soundbar that retracts 
into the TV when not in use. Another five years, and 

us normal people will be able to afford one. 
from US$6000 / lg.com

Flying disk
SAnDiSk ConneCt 

WireLeSS FLASh Drive
In the future, we’ll  levitate through The Cloud all  

day, thrumming data at one another on streams of 
gentle lightning. But while The Cloud’s not always 
available (when you’re on a plane), SanDisk’s new 

wünderstick is, and it does the same job, adding up 
to 32GB of wireless storage (from a swap-outable 
microSD card) to your phone/tablet. It streams HD 

video to up to three devices at once, and to charge it 
you just plug it into any USB port. All of which makes 
it about the most useful thing we’ve seen all month. 

from US$65/ sandisk.com 

We humans like to think we’re pretty clever, 
but our technology is laughably primitive 
compared to what ol’ Mother Nature can cook 
up. Take storage, for example: we think it’s 
amazing that you can keep a whole terabyte 
of information in a half-kilo, book-sized box. 
Nature’s best storage system, DNA, is a trifle 
better: a single gram of genetic material can 
hold 455 million terabytes, and it can preserve 
that information for thousands of years. 

Likewise, computational power: the world’s 
fastest supercomputers are still a decade 

away from an approximation of the data 
throughput of a human brain… and probably 
centuries away from doing it with so little 
power usage. Increasingly, scientists are 
agreeing that the solution is not to try to 
compete with such dizzying power, but to join 
forces with it. Biocomputers – processors 
made from living cells – are on their way.

Earlier this year, researchers at Stanford 
University announced that they have built  
a biological transistor, called a “transcriptor”, 
which could eventually find its way into 

computers. Scientists at UWE Bristol recently 
found that a fungus known as slime mould  
– the yellow splodge you see on rotting tree 
stumps – displays memory resistance, which 
would also allow its cells to perform logic 
functions. The neat thing about cells is that, 
unlike electronics, they’re self-replicating: 
they make themselves, cheaply and tirelessly. 
Once they get going, it won’t be long before 
you’re holding an organic Applemould 
SlimePhone capable of storing many 
terabytes of information. 

Future StuFF
BIo computers 
thomas Shambler, for whom today is just another day – a long, long time ago
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More in your pocket
FujiFilm X-m1

Pocket size is something to consider when buying a 
compact system camera. Are your pockets wide 

enough for a camera such as Fuji’s exquisite X-Pro1? 
And are they deep enough to afford one? No problems 

if you’re a rich wizard, but what if you’ve got pockets 
like a buzzard’s throat? Fear not: the new X-M1 is both 

the smallest and most affordable X-series CSC yet. 
And while there’s no viewfinder, the silver, black or 

brown snapper does have the same APS-C sensor as 
the X-Pro1, so you can trouser it in confidence. 

US$1,100 (w/16-50mm kit lens) / fujifilm.com

Less in your face 
PentaX Q7
We  would attribute some of Lomography’s popularity 
to the fact that people are less intimidated by having 
their picture taken by something fun and toy-like. 
Pentax has caught on to this, so you can order the Q7 
mirrorless camera in 20 different body colours, then 
mix and match grip and lens colours for a fun, friendly 
snapper. With a larger sensor than previous Q-series 
cameras, upgraded image stabilisation, custom filters 
and manual controls, it should be pretty smart at 
capturing your subjects’ relaxed, natural smiles too.
US$tba (due Sept) / pentax.co.uk
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Visit Control4.com for further information
   Contact Authorised distributor LeafFZCO.com    Tel. No. 04-880 79 99    Email: sales@leafaudio.com

SMART LIVING 
Single remote to control your entertainment system.
Use Control4 award winning TV navigation
Control your entertainment from Control4     and      App.
Stream your music or                 Radio directly from the controller.
Turn on your favourite music or TV channel with the alarm clock feature.
Create your favorite scenes and Music playlists.
Upgrade with smart lighting, HVAC, security, multi room music.
Easy to install and expandable to match your budgets.

affordable . expandable . retrofitable



1 Warhammer Quest
US$4.99 / iOS
Back in the ’80s, the idea of taking 
HeroQuest on the train would have 
seemed like a mad, foolish dream. 
Well, that dream has come true, 
and now you can battle your way 
through waves of orcs without 
risk of losing a single combat die. 

4 Clueful 
US$free / Android
Do you just agree to the Android 
app permissions without reading 
them? Clueful has a second look, 
explains them properly and gives 
your apps a score based on their 
potential implications for your 
privacy and security.  

7 The Rolling Dead
US$free / iOS, Android
Dig your Sphero out from under 
the sofa and try this free 
augmented-reality game on it.  
You whizz your ballbot around  
the screen, wasting imaginary 
zombies, while in real life your  
cat or dog goes berserk. 

2 Adobe Kuler
US$free / iOS 
Like all designers, Adobe knows  
its hues but can’t spell for toffee. 
Kuler lets you pick colours from 
the real world, then match them  
to others in a colour wheel. Also 
handy for picking paints or 
deciding what tie to wear. 

5 Vine
US$free / iOS, Android
Twitter’s animation-craze-
spawning six-second-video app 
has finally made it to Google Play. 
Pretty quick work, really, given 
how hard it must be for a company 
like Twitter to develop an app for  
a niche OS like Android. 

8 Snapdragon 
BatteryGuru
US$free / Android
Only for Snapdragon-chip phones, 
Qualcomm’s app learns your 
habits, then reduces unnecessary 
background activity, scheduling 
updates and quietly flicking the 
Wi-Fi off when you’re not looking. 

3 Forest of Doom 
US$5.99 / Android
If you’re an Android user of a 
certain age and you’re upset  
about missing out on Warhammer 
Quest, fear ye not: your dose of 
magical retro-nerditude comes 
courtesy of Ian Livingstone’s 
classic Fighting Fantasy tome.

6 Voxpopme
US$free / iOS
Brands ask you pertinent 
questions and you give them,  
via short videos, your answers. 
Opinions get turned into money 
(via PayPal), which gets turned 
into sandwiches, which get turned 
into... We’ll stop there. 

9 Catchphrase
US$0.99 / iOS, Android
It’s just like being on the classic 
game show, except Roy Walker’s 
not there, you can’t win any 
money and Mr Chips is – thus far 
– unwilling to debase himself in 
front of a snake while cheekily 
tipping his hat and winking. 

a p p s
This month’s mobile must-downloads

due July / iOS
MySpace is back, and it’s 
looking pretty promising if 
this app is anything to go by. 
Visually striking, you’re able 
to do all the regular managing 
of your social network you’d 
expect, and then some. 
Browse through other 
MySpacers, create GIFs 
in-app for sharing on your 
profile and tune into the 
Social Radio feature - you’re 
own personal jukebox loaded 
with music you love. 

APP SPOTLIGHT
Myspace
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SaiNTS  
ROw iV
From the franchise 
that brought you a 
bazooka that fires 
exploding cartoon 
mind-octopi and 
the opportunity  
to wander around 
naked beating 
people up with  
a huge purple 
phallus... More of 
the same. With 
added aliens. 

LiVe fROM 
JOdReLL 
BaNk – 
TRaNS 
MiSSiON 
_006
Geek about at  
the Science Arena 
before Sigur Rós 
and Poliça provide 
an appropriately 
spaced-out night 
of music, with the 
76-metre Lovell 
telescope as a 
projection screen 
backdrop. 

aSUS 
MeMOPad 
Hd 7
Following up its 
game-changing 
Nexus 7 Android 
tablet, Asus’ 
newbie comes  
in black, pink  
or green, with  
a quad-core chip, 
16GB storage and a 
good-enough-to-
eat US$200
 price tag. 

eLYSiUM
In Neill Blomkamp’s 
first film since 
District 9, the rich 
have floated off 
into space on a puff 
of their own smug 
satisfaction, while 
humanity’s dregs 
are  left to fight 
tooth and nail for 
the last drops of 
water. Should 
happen any  
day now.

ignore the summer sunshine: here’s how you should spend the next 31 days

THe 
wOLVeRiNe 
iN 3d
The big-haired 
mutant badass is 
back, and he’s 
feeling slashier 
than ever. Set just 
after the X-Men 
trilogy, this will be 
the last we see of 
Wolverine until 
next year’s X-Men 
prequel/sequel/
time-travel 
confusion Days  
of Future Past

cROc0diLeS 
– cRiMeS Of 
PaSSiON
Actual crocodiles 
would clamp their 
instruments in 
powerful jaws and 
death roll them 
unto destruction. 
That could sound 
pretty good but, so 
far, the Crocs stick 
with a more lo-fi 
fuzz-rock sound 
that you’ll like if you 
like Japandroids.
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Canon’s IXUS 255 HS is the perfect  
pint-sized point and shoot. It’s so small 
that if you stick it in your pocket, you  
may well forget it’s in there, but that’d  
be a great shame as it’s a brilliantly 
capably snapper. 

The small size and barely perceptible 
weight of the 255 HS are big advantages 
to the amateur pap, but Canon hasn’t 
sacrificed the good stuff to keep it slender, 
there’s 10x optical zoom and 12.1MP CMOS 
sensor, along with image stabilization and 
Canon’s high sensitivity mode for getting 
the best shots out of murky conditions. 
There’s even Wi-Fi onboard, that makes 
transferring your photos a doddle. 

The controls are stripped down to 
make them easier to use, but if you want 
the camera to do all the work there’s no 
less than 58 different settings in auto 

mode. The camera will analyze conditions 
and pick the right settings or scene 
preset it thinks best, giving you gorgeous 
results every time, all on its own.

The pictures are good too, colours are 
bright, detail is sharp and graininess is 
minimal thanks to the high sensitivity 
sensor. There’s also a range of 
Instagram-esque filters and effects to 
mess about with too, as well as several 
scene modes that optimize the settings 
for different subjects (portraits, snow, 
etc.). Video comes in two flavours, 1080p 
at a move-like 24fps and 720p at a 
smoother 30fps. You can even record 
ultra slo-mo vids at 240fps. 

If you’re looking for a camera that 
doesn’t compromise on image quality, 
size and usability, the Canon IXUS 255 HS 
is the perfect point-and-shoot.

HOW TO ENTER
We’ve got a Canon IXUS 255 HS for one lucky winner. 
For a chance to win check out stuffmideast.com/win  
and answer this simple question...

HOW DOES CANON’S IXUS 255 HS MAKE 
TRANSFERRING YOUR SNAPS EVEN EASIER?
A It has Wi-Fi
B The 12.1MP CMOS sensor
C Its uses Instagram

For more information, visit canon-me.com

HURRY! 
Competition 

Closes on 
SEPT 1

Win a CANON IXUS SNAPPER

Terms & conditions
All entries to be submitted by September 1, 2013. The prizes are as stated and no cash 
alternative is available. Prizes are non-transferable. The decision of Motivate Publishing 
is final and no correspondence will be entered into. For full terms and conditions see:  
www.stuffmideast.com/legal-bits

HUAWEI DIGITAL PICTURE FRAME AND MORE
There’s even more goodies to be had on our website, 
including a 9in digital picture frame and a copy of the  
latest Trend Micro antivirus.

WIN MORE!

to enter go to 
stuffmideast.com/win

G.I. JOE: RETALIATION ON BLU-RAY
They’re big, they’re bad and they’re based on action 
figures - the Joes are at it again, this time defending 
‘Merica against their mortal enemy, the Cobra. But 
they’ll also have to contend with threats from within the 
government, that threaten to wipe them out. Hooya.

A COPY OF THE BUREAU:  
XCOM DECLASSIFIED ON PS3 
Fans of the original sci-fi strategy franchise, forget 
everything you know about the turn-based XCOM of 
old. This newer, shootier version of the game puts you 
against the same evil alien baddies, but in first person. 
Set in 1962, during John F. Kennedy’s presidency and at 
the height of the Cold War, you work for The Bureau - 
an organization so secret that even those who work 
there don’t know about it. Of course, it’s tasked with 
protecting the world from menacing aliens by using the 
latest weapons and tech from NASA. Fortunately you 
don’t work alone, and fans of the original franchise will 
be pleased to see that the ace team-based squad 
mechanics are still here, and just as fun. 

A PRESTIGIO SMARTPHONE
Android is taking over the mobile world, and it’s all 
down to smartphones like Prestigio’s daftly-named 
MultiPhone 5430. It gives you a speedy Intel processor 
for faster web browsing, super-responsive apps and 
proper multitasking on the go. There’s also an 8MP  
camera along for the ride, that can snap 8 shots per 
second, as well as take HD-quality video. That Intel 
processor is a dab hand at graphics too, meaning  
you’ll be able to get the best of mobile gaming when 
you’re out and about. And with automated power 
management, you’ll get all that performance with the 
very best energy-saving technology - so you can 
keep going for longer.
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PS1
There’s something about 

Space Age design us geeks 

find irresistible. So for the 

Philips PS1s, grabbing a spot 

on the Cool List was like 

shooting interstellar fish.  Its 

tweeters are suspended on 

chrome stalks 1.1m up – ear-

level when you’re sitting down 

– and its ground-dwelling 6.5in 

woofers are encased in inert, 

sculpted wood. It’ll kick out 

2x100W of audio, has AirPlay 

for hooking up iThings and 

aptX Bluetooth for superior 

wireless audio from Androids, 

plus there’s an HDMI for 

connecting your TV. And, like 

2012 Cool List alumni the 

SoundSpheres, they look like 

aliens. Gets us every time.

US$3000 / philips.com

Cool is such a tricky thing to define that we’re not even going to try. 
Instead, we’re going to show you. Over the next 10 pages you’ll find  
11 gadgets, apps, cars, digital services and technologies which 
encapsulate what it means to be cool in 2013. So the next time 
someone asks you for a definition, you can just show them this
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The friendlier UAV#4

Lehmann LA100

traktor dj netflix
Tablet DJing goes pro The bane of broadcasters#2 #3

i mADe This
Ted Sarandos  
Chief Content 
Officer, Netflix

Some facts: 1) unmanned aerial vehicles are extremely 
cool and 2) pootling around high in the sky, dropping 
surprise death on those down below, is quite a lot less so. 
So let’s have a big hand, please, for Lehmann’s LA100. 
This civilian video drone is designed to fill a wholly 
peaceful role: that of flying smoothly in a fixed radius 
loop, with nothing more deadly than a GoPro action cam 
as its payload. You can use that to take overhead snaps 
or video of the ground below and it’s completely 
autonomous, so even somebody with the flying skills of 
an overweight ostrich can use it to drop directorial 
bombs. But not real ones, thanks very much. 
€990 / lehmannaviation.com

As anyone who follows @DJsComplaining on 
Twitter will know, a disc jockey’s life involves 
getting paid vast sums for moaning about public 
transport. Nice work if you can get it. The good 
news is that Traktor DJ is powerful enough to 
turn almost any iPad owner into a floor-filling 
superstar. It analyses your iTunes library and 
recommends songs to mix based on BPM, with 
auto-sync making the transition smoother  
than a buttered beaver. You’ll also find tricks to 
loop, cue and remix on the fly; try Freeze mode, 
which chops the track up into chunks that can  
be triggered with a tap. Nobody will guess it’s  
not your own work, but if anyone does get 
suspicious, just slag off an airport or two.
US$19.99 / native-instruments.com

With broadcast TV providers feeding us repeats 
of Arabs’ Got Talent and Junior Masterchef, it’s 
video streaming site Netflix that now has us 
crowded around the office kettle, asking who’s 
seen the finale of House of Cards. After countless 
sofa surfers developed a debilitating addiction to 
Breaking Bad (largely though illegal 
downloading), Netflix nabbed exclusive rights to 
series four. Since then it’s created Kevin Spacey 
vehicle House of Cards, Twin Peaks-esque 
suburban werewolf tale Hemlock Grove, and just 
proved how in tune with its audience it is by 
resurrecting cult comedy Arrested Development. 
Your TV is no longer the place to find must-see 
TV. Netflix is. 
US$9/month / netflix.com

When did you come up with the 
idea to make original content?
Way back when we were 
distributing DVD, but we 
couldn’t do it until we had a 
subscriber base of this size. 

Will we see several seasons of 
new Arrested Development?
Hopefully! The logistics were a 
nightmare. All the stars had full-
time jobs during production – 
Tony Hale on Veep, Michael Cera 
was starring in a movie in Chile, 
Jason Bateman was directing  
a film… We were constantly 
bringing people in and out.

What’s new in new AD?
Every episode is crafted around 
one character. Mitch Hurwitz 
[producer/writer] has made it 
ridiculously fun and complicated. 
Every episode intertwines with 
the others, so a throwaway line 
is the punchline to something 
three episodes ago. It was 
crafted for Netflix viewers who 
could watch a bunch in a row.

Rumours abound that Ron 
Howard is circling Stephen 
King’s The Dark Tower – any 
chance Netflix could pick it up?
I spoke to Ron about it, actually. 
The last time we talked about  
it the thing was being kicked 
about HBO – but it’s no longer 
there. Once we get through  
with AD we’ll talk again

What about 4K for Netflix?
It’s early, but it’ll be fascinating 
to see how it progresses. The 
pricing is obviously in the very 
early curve. If it evolves as a 
streaming-only format it’ll 
definitely be very interesting.

COOl lIST 2013
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The high art Android

#5

htc one

Normally something with a 

‘Beats by Dre’ logo attached  

(a Premier League player, for 

example) wouldn’t get within 

a hundred miles of the Cool 

List. But like the One X before 

it, HTC’s newest flagship 

phone is impossible to ignore. 

Where Samsung’s S4 is light 

and somewhat plasticky, the 

HTC is solid and metallic, with 

a screen so crisp it could’ve 

been made by Walkers. It also 

has a beautiful new iteration 

of the Sense interface plus  

a 4 ‘UltraPixel’ camera – 

fewer, but bigger and smarter 

pixels in order to trap more 

light. The HTC One is a perfect 

storm of design, innovation 

and build quality – and so we’ll 

even put up with a Beats logo.

US$650 / htc.com

COOl lIST 2013
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sTUff sAys 
HTC’s desire to bring Android up to iPhone levels of build quality has worked, albeit at 
the expense of removable battery or storage. We think the compromise paid off

■ USe INjeCTION MOUldINg
The One's aluminium body doubles as the phone's 
antenna. “We had to find a way to break the metal in 
some sections to allow for the antenna technology  
to work,” explains Zellweger, “yet we also wanted  
to reduce the number of part breaks.” The solution? 
zero-gap injection moulding. “We're basically 
melting together the plastic with the metal into one 
solid unibody, and then machining the entire thing so 
that we don't feel any gaps around the part breaks.”

■ dIAMONd-CUT THe MeTAl
To keep the One looking trim and show off the slick 
finish on its aluminium unibody HTC has bevelled 
the edges of the phone. “It helps to reduce the 
perceived thickness of the sidewall,” explains 
Zellweger. “First the whole unibody gets machined 
off. Next up, we treat it with a kind of blasting, to 
achieve a matt finish. Then we come in with a fine 
bit, and diamond-cut off the chamfers – so you get 
a secondary finish on the same part.”

■ MICrO-drIll THe CASe
The One's front-facing BoomSound stereo 
speakers are among its most recognisable design 
touches. But loud as they are, the design team kept 
their presentation refined with a pair of micro-
drilled speaker grilles in the aluminium casing  
above and below the screen. “That's done with a 
series of machined holes that are very precise,” 
says Zellweger. “They don't leave any sort of radii 
on the sides, and they end up looking like a texture 
rather than a surface change.” 

■ STreTCH THe SCreeN
The design team wanted to make the HTC One's 
display into an ‘endless screen experience’. While  
it's not edge-to-edge, a bit of technical jiggery-
pokery did enable the screen covering to have the 
appearance of ‘bleeding’ over the edges while 
remaining strong. Says Zellweger: “That was a 
struggle, because we were asked to put a lot of 
reinforcement around the screen – in the end we 
were able to remove all these elements and just 
have the screen flow over the edge of the device.”

i mADe This
Claude Zellweger 
One & Co Principal and 
HTC Creative Director
“It was really important 
for us to achieve 
something that feels 
like it was almost made 
by hand, even though 
it’s a mass-produced 
product. The way we 
deal with the antenna 
was inspired by the 
clean, grid-like 
structures you find in 
architecture. We start 
off with a single piece 
of aluminium and inject 
polycarbonate into 
some channels to 
create the antenna.  
The two cuts on the 
back are necessary  
to make the antennas 
work, but they also lent 
a sort of structural, 
exoskeletal feel to the 
finished product.” 

ProBlem #1 
Android phones don't feel premium. even 
Samsung's outstanding galaxy phones 
and tablets are tainted by a plastic shell. 

hTC’s solUTion 
Make a phone with more metal than the 
floor of aTerminator T-1000’s hair salon. 
But still make it light and tactile. like so…

HOW TO...  
mAke An hTC one
Apparently there’s more to it than gluing a hi-def LCD 
to a slab of aluminium. Three significant problems had 
to be solved first – and here’s how HTC tackled them
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ProBlem #2
People weren’t 
using the HTC 
Sense widgets.

hTC’s 
solUTion
Invent BlinkFeed,  
a homescreen 
that delivers news 
and notifications.

sTUff sAys
BlinkFeed is a 
stylish way of 
intermingling 
social media and 
actual news. But 
we’d prefer it if 
HTC didn’t limit 
the selection of 
news outlets to  
its own partners

i mADe This
Drew Bamford 
Assistant Vice 
President of User 
Experience
“Smartphones now 
bring in so much 
information and data 
that it overwhelms the 
user. We tried to come 
up with the simplest 
possible design so that 
it didn’t contribute to 
that visual clutter.  
In the past, you dipped 
into the Twitter app, 
then the Facebook app, 
then the Instagram 
app. We redesigned our 
homescreen interface 
around this habit of 
snacking on content.  
In the future your 
phone will learn about 
you, about your friends, 
and your behaviour, so 
that it can become 
more proactive and 
always bring you the 
information that’s 
most relevant to you.”

sTUff sAys 
The UltraPixel gamble has partly paid off: the One’s camera is superb in low light, 
and Zoe means you won’t miss action shots – but stills don’t stand up to being 
blown-up or zoomed in to as well as those from rivals such as the galaxy S4

ProBlem #3
Smartphone cameras have tiny 
sensors, and are rubbish in low light.

hTC’s solUTion
Make a sensor with fewer, but bigger, 
pixels. Call them ‘UltraPixels’. 

i mADe This 
Symon Whitehorn
Head of Special 
Projects
“When I was 

working at Kodak, they were 
releasing point-and-shoot 
cameras that were worse than 
the year before – just because 
retailers wanted to be able to put 
higher and higher  megapixel 
counts on the sales stickers. 
What the industry’s known for a 
long time is that smaller pixels 
make low light photography 
harder.” 

The HTC One’s solution?
UltraPixels. “They’re the largest, 
most light-sensitive pixels 
available on a smartphone today,” 
says Whitehorn. “Comparable, in 
fact, to those on compact photo 
enthusiast cameras.” The One’s 
UltraPixel camera has fewer, 
larger pixels that capture more 
light – and also deliver smaller 
image files.  
     “By going lightweight on our 
files, we can process them on the 
fly,” explains Whitehorn. “The 
distinction between video and 
stills is starting to disappear.  

“Why tax the user with the 
decision of what format to shoot 
in? Couldn’t we just shoot both 
simultaneously?” And so HTC 
Zoe, which takes 20 images and 
three seconds of video with  
a single button press, was born.
     The camera’s placement proved 
more troublesome. “A lot of effort 
was spent placing the imaging 
components on the central spine, 
so that we could maximise that 
depth for the optics module over 
the sensor while keeping a sleek, 
sexy profile. It was a risk on our 
part, but it worked.”
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The secret to social network success is joining at just the right 
time: too soon and you’ve got no-one to socially network with; too 
late and you’ll be laughed out of internetsville for being a luddite. 
Vine’s time is now. Its six-second, GIF-like videos are perfect for 
sharing and the touch-to-record interface opens up a load of 
opportunities for nifty stop-motion style clips. Want evidence of 
its now-ness? Daft Punk used it to announce the tracklisting of 
Random Access Memories, while the Tribeca film festival ran a 
competition to find the best Vine-made movie (see panel). It’s 
clear this is a bandwagon you need to jump on before it’s too late.
US$free (iOS) / vine.co

vine
six seconds of genius#6

A Close Shave 
This creepy Tribeca competition 
winner is proof that Vine isn’t 
just for filming clips of your mate 
Harry ‘The Throat’ downing  
a pint in three seconds.
bit.ly/13sXPn6

B Home Alone
The real star of this homage to 
the aftershave scene in Home 
Alone is Vine user MarLo 
Meekins’ dog. A movie  
hound in the making.  
bit.ly/15Tw7XP

C Lego
Mark Weaver’s colourful Lego 
building video is one of the best 
examples of Vine’s stop-motion 
skills. A real labour of love.
bit.ly/10K9hKx
 
D I think it’s obvious what 
you are Harry… 
One of Vine’s most successful 
videos yet, Jackson Holland gets 
his Harry Potter on for a broom-
based trip around his house.
bit.ly/12gXS6f

E Vinecation Loop 
A clever mishmash of the real 
world and photography, this Vine 
makes the most of the looping 
nature of the videos. 
bit.ly/14xeo3M

STUFF’S TOP 5 
VINe VIdeOS 

1 Close Shave took us 
about 15 minutes to 

set up and 45 minutes 
to shoot. We typically 
don’t storyboard any 
of the Vines we shoot. 
Instead we decide on a  
visual effect we would 
like to achieve and then 
figure out the rest of 
the stuff – dialogue, 
sound effects or 
camera techniques  
– during the shoot. 

2 I have an Olloclip, 
which has been the 

staple of almost every 
single Vine we do, and  
I just recently bought  
a telephoto lens. I do 
have an assortment of 
lighting equipment, but 
haven’t dug too deep 
into lighting Vines yet. 
As Vine grows I find 
myself investing more 
time and money into 
iPhone accessories.

3 When you mess up 
it’s all the way back 

to the beginning, but 
the first time we shot 
this one we found only  
a couple things we 
wanted to add or take 
out. I’d say the hardest 
part is deciding when 
to start filming and 
when to stop. So much 
can go wrong when 
you have only a second 
or two to get a shot.

4 There are so many 
simple things you 

can do to make your 
Vine stand out. Use 
household objects to 
see what they can do 
to bend your image. 
We’ve messed around 
with stereoscopic 
techniques, prisms to 
warp the image and,  
of course, fake blood.  
The best tip I can give, 
though, is to have fun.

4 sTePs TO MAkINg AN  
AWArd-WINNINg VINe VIdeO
By @MattSwinsky director of Close Shave / LivinSick.com

A B

C

D

E
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4K
#7

neeD To know SONy’S 4k SeCreTS
■ You can swap your 40in TV for a 65in one
All those extra pixels mean that you can 
comfortably sit closer to the screen, as Scot 
Barbour, Vice President of Production 
Technology at Sony Pictures, explains. 
“Basically, to be able to even see 4K resolution, 
there’s a given distance sweet spot from the 
screen, one and a half screen heights away. So 
you’re going to want to have a bigger screen and 
be closer to it to actually be able to perceive 4K 
for what it’s really about.” What’s that? Not just 
a new TV, but a bigger one? OK…

■ Old films will look better than they did 
in the cinema 
After scanning Lawrence of Arabia at 8K 
resolution for its 4K restoration, Grover 
Crisp’s team at Sony Pictures discovered that 
white streaks in several scenes were actually 
cracks caused by heat damage to the film… 
“visible on every print anyone has ever seen.”  
Not any more.

■ There’s nowt to watch. Yet 
The only native 4K content currently available 

comes on Sony’s 4K streamer – and that’s a 
US-only release. Sony’s plugging the gap with 
‘4K Mastered’ Blu-rays – scanned at 4K, 
downscaled to 2K ,then upscaled back to 4K. 
Having seen The Amazing Spider-Man’s 4K 
Mastered Blu-ray side by side with a native 4K 
version, it’s impressive, but not the real deal.

■  ...but 4K Blu-rays are coming...
“The Blu-ray disc itself could be a great 
foundation. Because it’s been able to support 
internet connectivity, it’s been able to support 
3D;  4K is a great evolution of that,” says Jeremy 
Glassman, Manager for Emerging Platform 
Development and Marketing at Sony Pictures 
Home Entertainment. 

■  ...and it’ll be here sooner than you think
“There are three pieces of the puzzle,” says 
Keith Vidger, Business Development Manager 
for Digital Cinema Production at Sony. “Display 
technology, content and transmission. The last 
is out of our control, but looks like taking care of 
itself in short order; way quicker than the 20 
years that it took HD to arrive.”

1 it’s four times better than hD
We’re all agreed that HD is better than 
standard def, right? 4K – also known  
as Ultra HD – is an equally profound 
improvement in quality. The 
3840x2160 pixels that make up a  
4K video image will make your 1080p  
TV look like watching a CCTV monitor. 

2 it’s the future of gaming
High-end PCs already support 4K 
gaming, while Sony has already 
suggested 4K for the PS4 – albeit 
added after release, much like 3D was 
on the PS3. An accompanying video-
on-demand store is also a shoo-in. 

3 it’s almost affordable
In the US, Seiki is charging just 
US$1300 for a 50in 4K TV.  
Brand snob? Sony’s KD-55X9000A 
55-incher (pictured) is,US$6000.
 Not exactly pocket change, but TV 
prices only ever go one way. 
Doooown.

4 it’ll be in your next phone
Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 800 chip, 
due this winter, shoots 4000x2560 
video. Don’t expect a pocket-sized 4K 
screen just yet, but streaming 4K 
footage to your TV is well within the 
realms of possibility.

5 it’s here, there and multiplying
Lots of home cinema gear is ready for 
4K: amps that pass it through, Blu-ray 
players that upscale it and Sony’s 
4K-streaming biscuit tin, the FMP-X1.  
And there’s lots of ways to shoot it: 
JVC’s GY-HMQ10 camcorder and 
Canon’s 1D C SLR, for a start. 
Panasonic’s even made a 20in, 4K 
tablet that runs Windows 8.

6 it’s justifying massive TVs
If you’ve always wanted a TV that 
could double as a garage door, LG’s 
84LM9600 is for you. Although an 
84in monster, with 4K it’s still crisp  
at any distance, and thanks to its 
sheer size, there’s room for 10 
speakers (including two subs)  
– so it sounds as big as it looks.

7 no idiot glasses
Most importantly, 4K is an exciting 
new TV tech that doesn’t involve 
wearing dopey plastic glasses.

As soon as Discovery Summerhouse 
channel got an HD suffix, high 
definition got old. So, we’re terrifically 
excited about levelling-up to 4K. Here 
are seven reasons why:

This is the future of TV

HOW 4K MEASURES UP

1080P

4K
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Songkick detour 
Gigs get crowd-sourced#9

iMAkr
store

Sony DSC-RX1

3D printing for everyone

world’s most powerful compact

#8

#10

Being a music snob is a double-edged sword. 
On the one hand, you only like super-cool 
bands none of your friends have heard of. On 
the other, these bands have very few fans, so 
they never tour near you. Until Songkick 
Detour came along. This venture, currently 
London-based but set to go worldwide, lets 
you pick a band, decide how much you’d pay 
to see them and if enough like-minded fans do 
the same, Songkick will try to bring them to 
your town.  It’s brought Desaparecidos to the 
UK for the first time ever already, so your 
favourite jazz-post-rockers could be next.
detour-ldn.songkick.com

3D printing is awesome and we’ve been 
excited about it for years. But what we’re 
even more excited about right now is a 
project that makes 3D printing a little, well… 
easier. That something is the iMakr Store. 
This 2500-square-foot shrine to all things 
3D printed has just opened its doors in 
London, and offers classes, workshops 
and the chance to get your own CAD files 
printed. You can also buy pricey 3D 
printers from Makerbot, CubeX et al, or 
even make a statue of yourself using a 3D 
scanner. If you can persuade John Terry to 
stop using it, that is.  Fingers crossed we get 
our very own, soon.
imakr.com

Practicality rarely comes into the equation when working out 
what is cool. For example, if Bill Murray wants to wear two 
hats to play golf, Bill Murray will wear two hats to play golf. 
And Bill Murray is the coolest man in the world. See? So while 
spending US$3k on a compact camera with a fixed lens isn’t 
exactly sensible, it’s the audacity of the retro-tinged RX1 
that makes it cool. And, yes, with a 24MP full-frame sensor, it 
takes incredible pictures, but for that kind of money you 
could easily afford a versatile Canon EOS 5D Mk III. The Sony 
RX1 is the two hats of the camera world – which means Bill 
Murray almost certainly has his eye on one.
US$3,000 / sony.com
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Jaguar F-Ty
pe

iT’s A mAsTer of 
UnDersTATemenT
Simon Osborne-Walker
Unlike some of my fellow 
Stuffers, I hadn’t been hooked  

by the F-Type’s styling. Too tasteful, not 
aggressive enough for me. But it only took one 
symphonic roar from the F-Type’s engine to 
regress me to teenage wide-eyedness, as if I’d 

spied a Countach for the first time. And on the 
road, when the deployable rear wing servos 
into view as you hit 60, it really shows its 
colour. The drive is rapid and taut, but it’s also 
surprisingly comfortable on rougher surfaces 
and over speed bumps, even in its sportier 
Dynamic Mode. The base V6’s handling is 
almost miraculously sure-footed whether its 
tackling hairpins or heavy braking, while 

responsiveness takes a leap up in the 
perfectly balanced V6 S. And the top-of-the-
range V8 S? Urgent, relentless fun. It’s not as 
hot on the corners as its less punch-packing 
brothers – its weightier front-end puts paid to 
that – but its 5.0l, 650Nm engine never stops 
pulling. Which one should you lust after? My 
head says V6 S… my permanent grin says V8.  
@Simon_OW

rebirth of the British sports car 
#11

Jaguar F-Type

It says a lot about Jaguar’s status in the canon 

of cool that even introducing the F-Type to the 

UK in its spiritual home of Coventry didn’t 

damage its rep. That’s because this convertible-

only successor to the legendary E-Type – 

alphabetically, at least – is powered by either a 

V6 or a supercharged V8, maxing out at a top 

speed of 186mph and a 0-60 time of 4.2 

seconds. But, tasty as those figures are, it’s the 

Jaguar badge on the front that makes this car 

so special. It’s racing at Brooklands; film stars 

and footballers; Kim Novak’s Jag MK VIII in 

Hitchcock’s classic Vertigo. It’s a new, Great 

British sports car from an iconic British brand. 

And even a trip to Coventry can’t cripple that.

from US$90,000/ jaguar.com
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A lot of people ask me if we had  
an E-Type in the studio while we 
were designing the F-Type, and  
the answer is no. We didn't need 
one. It's so entrenched in our 
memories. The thing about the 
E-Type is that it's about a power 
train and two people, and it's about 
pulling a skin tightly and elegantly 
around those components. Those 
things haven't changed. Sports 
cars allow you to better express 
the form of a car – as far as I'm 
concerned, the taller it gets, the 
less expressive it is. The sports car 
is the art of the car industry.

One or two details have been 
taken from the E-Type, such as  
the shape of the rear lights. We did 
consider the oval front grille from 
the D-Type and E-Type. It's a very 
beautiful shape, but we decided  
to make it more forceful, so we 
evolved what we'd been doing  
with the XF and the XJ, which  
was inspired by the original XJ. 

The E-Type’s main contribution is 
the beauty of line, purity of surface 

and great proportions. We set out 
the proportions for the F-Type by 
knowing the engine, knowing the 
capacity we need for two people 
and some luggage, and wrapping  
it up as tightly as possible. We 
eliminated the overhang at the 
front, at least visually; made sure 
the cabin is sat in the right place 
relative to the wheels; made sure 
the overhang at the back is as 
exciting as we can make it. In other 
words, we made it as short as 
possible. And we work millimetre  
by millimetre at this stage before 
we design any lines, surfaces or 
details until we get those 
fundamental proportions that 
make the car visually exciting.

There are two laws you can't 
change: the law of physics and the 
law of Brussels. There are so many 
elements we have to consider, so 
many safety regulations we have 
to adhere to. Pedestrian protection 
determined much of the final 
bonnet shape, for instance.

We still work with pencil and paper. 
There are two lines on this car that 
are very important. One starts off 
from an aerodynamic blade on the 
front splitter, sweeps up through 
the headlight, on through the front 
wing and door and then disappears. 
When a line on the car vanishes  
into the sheet metal like that, I like 
to describe that as the pencil 
coming off the paper. Part of the 
beauty of any line is that it has to 
contain the spontaneity of the 
original sketch. Of course, we go 
through any number of iterations 
on computers, but we always still 
start with an intuitive, sketched line.

Ian CaLLuM
DIreCtor  
of DeSIgn  
Jaguar CarS

There's a choice of 
two sound systems 

from British hi-fi stalwart 
Meridian, with either ten  
or 12 speakers pumping 
out 380W or 770W 
respectively. Perfect for 
blaring out Rule Britannia 
when you pass a 911.

To keep the 
bodywork sleek, the 

door handles fit flush until 
you either unlock the car 
or press a touch-sensitive 
area on the handle. The 
handles retract again when 
you start moving.

Pushing the magic 
button for Dynamic 

Mode sharpens everything 
up. You get better throttle 
response, more precise 
steering and quicker gear 
changes. It’s all tweakable 
via an 8in touchscreen 
which also controls the 
stereo and sat-nav.

For beating boy 
racers off the lights, 

try the Dynamic Launch 
mode. Plant your foot on 
the brake pedal, build 
engine speed and wait for 
the signal to release the 
brake. Vin Diesels will be 
left sniffing your fumes.
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When you shoot on the X20 you’re not just taking pictures, 
you’re being a photographer. Even if you keep it on Auto you’ll 
still frame with the viewfinder, tap its metal casing and wear 

it proudly around your neck. A victory of style and substance. 

As an everyday camera, the HX50 is superb. That huge zoom 
allows it to take pictures that are way out of the X20’s range, 
and while there are manual modes available, Superior Auto 
generally gets it right. Pack one for your holiday now.

Whack the Fujifilm in Advanced Auto and it often beats the 
Sony, with its fast f/2-2.8 lens making for brighter stills and 

higher shutter speeds. Manual controls and RAW shooting 
are on hand if you need them, and video is very good too. 

This is close. The Sony is adept in any situation, capturing 
detail from shadows and accurate colours in all lights. Aided 
by incredible image stabilisation, the 1080p@50fps video is 
superb – the best of any compact on the market, in fact.

The X20 is wonderfully retro in both look and feel. The optical 
viewfinder is synced to the 4x zoom and helpfully displays 

shooting data, but note that the lens barrel is visible in wide-
angle shots. A hot shoe and exposure dial are further pluses. 

The HX50 hides its many talents inside a chunky, unassuming 
shell. The headline is an unrivalled 30x optical zoom, but it’s no 
one-trick Sony. A hot shoe paves the way for an electronic 
viewfinder and it has manual controls aplenty. No RAW, though.

● Sensor 20.4MP Exmor-R CMOS
● Lens 24-270mm (35mm equiv.), f3.5-6.3   
● Video 1080p@50fps  
● LCD 3in, 921k dot   
● Connectivity hot shoe, microHDMI, USB2.0, Wi-Fi   
● Dimensions 108x64x38mm, 245g

● Sensor 12MP X-Trans CMOS II 
● Lens 28-112 (35mm equiv.), f2-2.8   

● Video 1080p@60fps
● LCD 2.8in, 460k dot   

● Connectivity hot shoe, mini HDMI, USB2.0 
● Dimensions 117x70x57mm, 333g

● Price US$460 / fujifilm.com ● Price US$530 / sony.com

the gorgeously retro fujifilm is hard to fault but the sony’s versatility makes it our winner

Sony’s long-lensed HX50 calls  
Fuji’s stylish X20 a fop. Fight!
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 therun on

testwinner
Fitbit FlexNike FuelBand
BEST FOR… dataBEST FOR… screen BEST FOR… sleep

Jawbone Up
Run it by us
For those of you who are as interested in 
fashion as fitness, the Up is the looker of 
the bunch. Its intelligent algorithm does  
a good job of tracking your steps and 
logging runs, and will even measure  
your sleep. Unlike the other two, it’s not 
Bluetooth-equipped. Instead, it uses an 
audio jack to plug into your phone for a 
quick sync, battery check and change  
of alarm time or idle vibration alerts;  
these little haptic nudges are ideal for 
reminding you to get up off the sofa.

Fit for purpose?
Step and run recording is as accurate as 
you could hope, but what really sets the 
Up apart is the depth of its sleep tracking. 
Not only does it measure your time with the 
sandman, it also wakes you up intelligently, 
so you rise more naturally and therefore 
more refreshed. Then there’s the brilliant 
power-nap mode, which clocks when you 
nod off, allowing you 45 minutes of shuteye 
so you awake alert. While connectivity 
could be better, the lack of Bluetooth does 
extend battery life to a solid ten days.

Run it by us
We’ve never seen so much tech crammed 
into such a small form. The Flex is a  
pill-sized sensor that slips into a comfy, 
rubberised wrist strap. It packs in – take  
a deep breath – Bluetooth 4.0 to feed your 
phone live tracking info, NFC to start the 
mobile app at a touch, an accelerometer,  
a week-long battery, a vibrating motor, 
and a five-light display. Phew. Plus it 
comes from market-leading step-counter 
Fitbit, with its ultra-accurate step-tracking 
algorithm. It’s also the cheapest of the lot.

Fit for purpose?
Live tracking your steps on your mobile as 
you walk will certainly make you feel good, 
and whether on your phone or a computer 
you can set goals for distance, steps or 
calories. Five white LEDs alert you – at a 
tap – to your progress in 20% increments. 
It’ll track your sleep and silently wake you 
up, too, although not as intelligently as the 
Jawbone. But in view of the price the only 
real complaint we have is that Android 
support is so far patchy at best. But it’s  
a cracking iPhone companion.

Run it by us
The trailblazer in wrist-worn step trackers 
is engineered to perfection, offering 
strength, comfort, looks and functionality. 
Plus its LED display will make you feel as if 
you’re in an ’80s-imagined future. Yup, it 
tells the time, too – who’d have thought 
that could be so handy? A row of coloured 
lights show your goal while the screen 
displays calories burned, steps taken and 
NikeFuel points attained. All this can also 
be tracked live on your Nike+ mobile app in 
tasty graph form.

Fit for purpose?
While it has been around the longest and 
the tech isn’t new to Nike, it still feels the 
easiest to fool. And while NikeFuel offers 
motivation via community competition we 
found real-world data such as steps and 
calories more rewarding. It’s easy to pull 
Nike+ Running app data into your profile, 
though it’s not as all-encompassing as the 
third-party app offerings of the other two. 
Bluetooth and live tracking work well but 
are iOS only and unless you really want a 
watch the extra cash just pays for the brand.

stuff says ★★★★★

sharp, smart, wrist kit that’ll not only keep 
you active but also help you sleep better

Tech iOS/Android app ● Water resistant 
● 10-day battery ● 22g
Price US$150 / jawbone.com/up

stuff says ★★★★★

Great gadgets do come in small packages, 
and it’s even the cheapest of the bunch

Tech Bluetooth 4.0 ● iOS/Android app  
● Water resistant ● 5-day battery ● 14g
Price US$140 / fitbit.com

stuff says★★★★I

engineered to perfection and a real looker, 
if it weren’t for the price it’d be perfect

Tech Bluetooth 4.0 ● iOS app ● Water 
resistant ● 4-day battery ● 27g
Price US$205 / store.nike.com

Walk further, get fitter and sleep better – this fitness tech 

can rebuild you while making a stylish addition to your wrist
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Fuel’s gold

Being more 
active earns you 

more NikeFuel, for 
which you’ll receive 
achievements and 
awards to keep you 

motivated

Appssistant
The Up doesn’t  
just watch from  

the sidelines – it also 
offers helpful advice.  
Not sleeping well? It’ll 
give you tips on diet  

to help you kip

Strapless
The brains of 

the Flex unit are 
removable, so you 

don’t have to use the 
strap. You could even 

pop it in your sock 
for cycle tracking
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Kickstarter carelessly turns your cash into capital, whereas 
the clever crowd work together to make great ideas real 
Give humans a superbrain called the 
internet, and they’ll use it to compile  
photos of otters that look like Benedict 
Cumberbatch. Well, not everyone. Craftier 
web-heads and tech companies have 
started using the interweb for smarter 
activities: ‘crowdstorming’ ideas and 
products. Thanks to its lack of geographical 
boundaries, crowdstorming is disrupting 
everything from car design to architecture. 

Now even pre-internet toymakers  
are having a crack: Lego’s pioneering,  
fan-powered ‘Cuusoo’ website already 
encourages amateur brick fiddlers to 
submit designs, but a recent Technic 
competition sent the world’s construction 
fanatics into an unrivalled frenzy. We 
popped over to Lego HQ in Billund, Denmark 
to see how crowdstorming works, from 
idea to shop-ready 4x4 truck… 
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1 The idea
Lego’s Technic co-creation 
competition started with a 
simple brief: design a new 
body for its 4x4 Crawler 
(see shop.lego.com). More 
than 1000 entries flooded 
in, with members of the 
Cuusoo community voting 
for their favourite. Russian 
economist Egor Karshiev’s 
design ‘Boss’ was 
ultimately named the 
winner, with one super-
fan exclaiming “I so want  
to get this!” So where did 
Egor’s inspiration come 
from? “I found pictures of 
US muscle cars from the 
’60s and ’70s,” he says. 
“These inspired me and 
created the basis for my 
winning design.” Or he 
might have just played 
MotorStorm a few times.

2 ProToTyPing
Lego bricksmiths began 
experimenting with Egor’s 
design, using hand-drawn 
sketches and an advanced 
version of the Lego Digital 
Designer 4.3 software 
(which you can download 
at ldd.lego.com). Playing 
around with the 400+ 
Technic elements was 
equally important. In fact, 
Lego senior designer 
Markus Kossmann says 
he can spend weeks 
building a model. “Technic 
models are designed to be 
realistic, so we have to test 
lots of real-life vehicles to 
ensure our models have 
the right characteristics.” 
This might include 
anything from a Ferrari 
Enzo to a 60-tonne mobile 
crane. Poor thing.

3 The TesT-drive
Just like their giant road-
legal cousins, Lego Technic 
vehicles need to pass a 
rigorous test drive. The 
4x4 Crawler had to endure 
a tough off-road course  
of man-made obstacles 
designed to test ground 
clearance, suspension 
articulation and traction. 
Fans were then invited to 
Lego HQ for the test build 
– and criticisms about 
ease of construction and 
durability welcomed. If any 
changes were needed, the 
set was reconstructed  
and the 4x4 tested again 
from scratch.

4 The ProducTion 
line
With the final design 
tweaked and ready, 
production started on 
20,000 sets of Egor’s 
winning design (now 
known as product 
#41999). Lego HQ’s 
production line is equal  
to the challenge – in 2012,  
its machines rolled out 
500 million rubber tyres, 
making it the world’s 
largest tyre manufacturer. 
In total, over 5.2 million 
elements are moulded by 
Lego every hour, topping 
up the 650 billion that 
already exist in the world. 

5 Finishing 
Touches
Lego Technic sets are 
complex beasts and so is 
their boxing process. Flat 
cardboard sections join a 
conveyor belt and are then 
machine-assembled into 
boxes before being filled 
(by human hands) with 
pre-sealed bags of Lego 
bits, bobs, tyres and 
manuals. Egor’s completed 
sets went through just 
that process before being 
transported to a top secret 
warehouse in the Czech 
Republic, ready to be 
posted to buyers across 
Europe. Quite a journey  
for a set that started in  
the brain of a Russian 
economist. If you want one 
– a Lego #41999, not an 
Egor – it’ll be around by  
1 August, priced at the 
joint-Xmas-birthday-
present price of US$200.

in The eye oF a 
crowdsTorm – 
the making of 
Lego’s crowd-
powered 
crawLer…



The accessories 
collecTive
Quirky
A hub for designing solutions 
to First World problems. 
Quirky lets users submit 
inventions which are rated by 
peers and, if good enough, 
manufactured. You even get a 
cut of the sale price. For every 
heated butter knife, there are 
success stories such as the 
Petal Drops (above).
quirky.com

big boy’s lego
Local Motors 
The car you see above is a bit special. Not just 
because the Rally Fighter is a 430hp, rear-
wheel-drive, long-travel snarler, but also 
because it’s the creation of a 30,000-strong 
group of designers and engineers from around 

the world, collectively known as Local Motors.  
Art student Sangho Kim designed the swoopy 
glass-fibre body and bagged US$10,000 for 
the privilege. The oily bits are a mixture of Ford 
and GM. There are now 60 Rally Fighters on  
the road, all hand-built by customers during a 
US$100,000 all-inclusive build week in Arizona. 
localmotors.com

The mobile neTwork
Giffgaff
This web- and SIM-only 
network rides on the UK’s O2 
spectrum and relies on its 
customers to provide tech 
support and ideas for new 
features – earning them cash 
back and warm feelings all 
round. Good for cheap tariffs 
and tablet data bundles; not 
so good if you want 4G. That 
won’t arrive until 2014.
giffgaff.com

The cloud archiTecT 
Cocontest 
Lack renovation inspiration? 
Frustrated by your flat being 
1m2 smaller than an Ikea 
suggested space? Get 
architects fighting to do it for 
you by launching a contest on 
this site. Upload images and 
floorplans – via the Magicplan 
app (US$free, iOS), if you like 
– with your prize fee, and wait 
for Daniel Libeskind to call. 
cocontest.com

FANG tank 
(Winner, Darpa’s FANG 
challenge 2013)

Say hello to the world’s first 
crowdstormed tank. Or,  
so far, tank drivetrain. The 
winner of a challenge set  
up by US Defense agency 
DARPA, FANG was designed 
by a three-person team,  
who scooped a US$1m prize.  
Next year US$2m is on offer 
for the full tank design.

AirDrop 
(Winner Dyson Award, 2011)

This nifty irrigator for 
drought-hit crops won 
James Dyson’s annual gong 
and is now being scaled up 
for mass production. It sucks 
air underground through a 
network of pipes, a process 
that creates condensed 
water for thirsty crops. This 
year’s award closes soon if 
you fancy winning US$60k.  

Swyp 
(Winner, BraunPrize Silver, 
2012)

Dating back to 1968, this 
competition for budding 
industrial designers eschews 
physics-ignoring renders in 
favour of practical, everyday 
products. SWYP (See What 
You Print) is a concept printer 
that could rid us of hulking 
office monstrosities. And 
office printers. Ha! 

And here are a few other 
competition-driven 
crowdstormed crackers…

non-
comPeTiTive 
crowdsTorming
...Leads to new 
ways to stick  
it to the man 
(and save, man)  

Challenge 
aCCepted!
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conversation 
Yes, it is beautiful. 
But what does it  
do? And why is it  
shaped like that?

starters

inverse 
illumination

oregon scientific  
illumi ambience

The Illumi stands boldly against the 
natural order of things. Earth’s first ever 

light source, the Sun, is a bright point 
surrounded by nothing. Subsequent 

human light tech, such as candles and 
lightbulbs, ditto. The Illumi, however, is  

a hole – a nothing – surrounded by 
bright light. Further witchcraft, in that it 

can display countless hues and knows 
when and how to wake you up,  

only prove this is an abomination. But 
what a pretty and clever one.

US$160 / uk.oregonscientific.com
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wireless speaker 
with a twist
i-box twist
Interestingly designed Bluetooth 
speakers are two-a-penny. But 
‘interestingly designed’ is a world apart 
from ‘well designed’. This 24cm-long, 
soft-touch, 5hr-battery noisebox is one 
that you won’t be tripping over yourself  
to hide in a cupboard when the doorbell 
rings. The twist is not the twist, you see; 
the twist is that the Twist is, for under 
US$100, incredibly well screwed together.
US$70 / iboxstyle.com
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kills air,
drops jaws
airocide
Air purifiers belong to that class of product 
that, along with dehumidifiers and rat 
traps, do good work, but don’t look good. 
But this air purifier does look good, and yet 
still does good work – the NASA-approved 
tech inside doesn’t filter the air; it kills the 
bad things in the air. Hence the creepy 
name, but thoroughly uncreepy design. “Is 
that a new Dyson?” they’ll ask. “Good grief, 
no!” you’ll reply. “It’s way more expensive.” 
US$800 / airocide.com
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invisible leash 
hipkey
Out there somewhere is a disgruntled 
industrial designer who had their iPhone 
stolen at the gym. They humphed to their 
desk that day and set about designing an 
evil, hovering robot that would guard their 
belongings with lethal force. Reality slowly 
forced its inevitable killjoy influence on the 
design, until the product turned out to be 
an iOS app-assisted Bluetooth proximity 
alarm, customisable for distance or 
movement. It’ll emit a 90-decibel bleep if 
your phone, or anything it’s attached to, 
goes walkies. But sadly it can’t hover.
US$70 / hippih.com



form trapped by function
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a light less 
ordinary
osram cuby
It can take some convincing to bring 
expectations of the Cuby back down to 
reality: no, it’s not an infrared webcam… 
nor a motion sensor… nor a smart 
thingternet device. Actually, it’s a battery-
powered, USB-charged LED light. No, it 
doesn’t have some special bracket; the 
cutaway just lets you hook it on things, 
and its soft-touch finish makes it quite 
successfully clingy. Yes, it is a nice finish. 
And it costs just US$20. Yes, really. No, 
you can’t have ours. We really like it.
US$20 (each) / osram.com

Cameras 
The digital camera 
zeitgeist saw new 
form factors, like this 
Fujifilm 4700 Zoom. 
Soon  people realised 
that human hands 
were still the same.

AV kit
Most DVD players and  
AV amps conform to a 
standard 44cm ‘rack 
size’ . Speakers and 
hi-fi amps,  however, 
are all sorts of 
shapely madness.

Tablets
Screen res, battery 
life and power will 
increase. But what 
next for slate forms? 
What will an iPad look 
like in 20 years? Will it 
be virtual? Probably.

Unicycles
Doomed by physics 
to remain a wheel  
above which sits the 
rider. Variables: wheel 
size and seat height. 
A bicycle, however, is 
wildly customisable.
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1 Hex Fleet 
US$60 / firebox.com

2 Adidas Originals 3 Pocket 
US$35 / jdsports.co.uk

3 Quiksilver Ublo 
US$42 / surfdome.com

4 Burton Metalhead 
US$45 / burton.com

5 HelloLulu Conn 
US$50 / hellolulu.com

[ Words Cherry Martin  Pictures Matthew Beedle ]

back-up 
STorAGE
Fruit cake. And ginger beer! Oh, and 
tablet, DSLR, tripod, GPS, chargers…  

fashion
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1 Herschel Supply Little America 
US$80 / endclothing.co.uk

2 STM Linear For iPad  
US$40 / stmbags.com.au

3 Vans Gannett 
US$50 / vans.co.uk

4 Matt & Nat Dean  
US$110 / store.apple.com/uk

5 Millican Dave The Rucksack 
US$165 / homeofmillican.com

6 Unit Portables Unit 15 
€90 / eu.unitportables.com
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The Razer Edge Pro plays it 
all from Temple Run to Tomb 
Raider. We find out if it really 
is a one-stop gaming shop.

■ In a world of 2560x1440 monitors, PC 
gamers will likely find the Edge Pro’s 
1366x768 resolution rather paltry. Even 
tableteers could be disappointed – both the 
Retina iPad and Surface Pro pack in more 
pixels. It’s not the sharpest then, but you’ll be 
limiting PC games to 720p for best 
performance anyway.

■ It’s easily the most powerful tablet out 
there, with an Nvidia graphics chip that will 
run Tomb Raider – but don’t expect to hit 
those ultra graphics settings. Realistically, 
low-to-mid at 720p is the limit for a smooth 
frame rate, but it’s still Tomb Raider on the bus, 
and that’s downright awesome.

■ You’ll be lucky to get just over an hour of 
Bioshock Infinite from the Edge Pro’s built-in 
battery. You’ll get between 4-6 hours of web 
browsing, but even that is half of what most 
Apple or Google tablets can manage. An 
external battery pack doubles that time, but it 
costs an extra US$70. 

■ The best accessory to buy with the Razer 
Edge Pro is the Docking Station, which at 
US$100 is good value next to the Gamepad. 
The HDMI output means you can hook it up to 
a TV for sofa-bound gaming, and multiple 
ports mean you can go multiplayer by 
plugging in a couple of Xbox 360 controllers.

■ Razer’s Gamepad is a hefty beast, taking the 
overall weight of the device to 2kg. The right 
control stick is awkwardly positioned above the 
buttons, too. And it costs US$250. So, the Edge 
Pro’s too pricey, with a rubbish battery and not 
as portable as we’d like: these compromises are 
mounting up rather quickly now.

Tech 10.1in, 1366x768, multi-touch • Dual-
core Intel Core i7 @ 1.9GHz (3.0GHz in turbo)  
• 128GB SSD • 8GB DDR3 • Nvidia GT 640M 
LE (2GB), Intel HD4000 (DX11) • Windows 8  
• 2MP (front) • 278.5x178.9x19.5 mm  
• 962g (tablet only)
Price  US$1300 / razer.com

The Razer Edge Pro does all the things a Windows 8 tablet does - so that means almost endless 
multimedia on the move. And while most proper PC games are rubbish with a touchscreen, the Win8 
store has lots of casual titles. Connect the gamepad or an Xbox controller however, and you can play 
any PC game wherever you like, not to mention connect it to your telly via HDMI for a proper console 
experience.  And you can even hook up a mouse and keyboard and get crazy with the word processing. 
Bet your Xbox or iPad can’t do that...

Work around its flaws and 
the Razer Edge Pro could be 
the only computer you need

Thomas Shambler
@tshams

sTuff says A versatile games machine, but too hefty for ease on-the-go use ★★★✩✩ 

TesTed RaZeR edGe PRO

on the edge of greatness

now 
Add 
this

Steam
Valve’s online marketplace is the 
best thing you can install on the 
Razer Edge Pro. Not only does it 
keep your games in one place, it 
frequently hosts free weekends, 
massive sales, and bundle deals that 
will have you vowing to never again 
spend US$75 on a console game.
US$free /steampowered.com
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a...music mavericks 
Tunetrace 

...pic perfectors
TouchRetouch 

...penny pinchers
Money Tracker 

...real-time sharers
DabKick 

App:roved 

Stuff-certified apps for...

Scape GroupShot Money Plus Google+ Hangouts 

Also consider... Also consider... Also consider... Also consider...

If no-one’s writing pop songs 
about your face, it’s probably time 
to stop peering into ageing rockers’ 
bedroom windows and make 
music with your mug instead. 
Tunetrace transforms pen-and-
paper drawings and photos into 
music by programming twinkling 
dots to travel along lines and 
curves, producing different notes 
and percussion each time. You can 
edit your drawings to tweak the 
results or watch in slow motion if 
the urge strikes you, and although 
you can’t yet share your creations 
this feature will be added soon.

US$free / iOS
Stuff says HHHHH

Samsung and Nokia have been 
bragging about the cameras on 
the Galaxy S4 and Lumia 920 
being able to disappear people at 
will. But what if you’ve got a trusty 
Nexus or, well, any other Android 
device? Until recently you could 
use Scalado Remove, but that’s 
dead now that Nokia’s paid big 
bucks for its tech. Instead, try 
TouchRetouch. It’s great for swiftly 
getting rid of unwanted passers-
by from your holiday snaps,  
it keeps your photos at full 
resolution and it works scarily  
well in a matter of seconds. 

US$0.99 / Android 
Stuff says HHHHH

There are plenty of seriously 
complicated money-management 
apps on iOS and Android that will 
make you want to bash your head 
against the nearest briefcase. We 
don’t want keeping an eye on our 
cash to feel like work, which is why 
we like Money Tracker – just 
whack in your credits (get in) and 
expenses (oh dear) and it’ll give 
you a list of transactions with 
descriptions, dates and amounts, 
plus how much you have left or 
(more likely) have overspent at the 
bottom. Reset every week or 
month to suit you. Effortless. 

US$free / Android 
Stuff says HHHHH

As thrilling as your ‘absolute 
classic banter’ is, the person on 
the other end of your voice call  
is probably watching more 
entertaining YouTube videos. 
DabKick lets you share not only 
videos but also photos, music and 
messages, like a real-time version 
of WhatsApp. Voice chat is 
included too, at a slight delay.  
In theory, non DabKickers can 
receive emails and texts on 
Android and PC with what you 
want to ‘show’, but it’s not worth 
doing compared to the real-time 
session you get within iOS. 

US$free / iOS
Stuff says HHHHH

Brian Eno’s iPad-only music  
app/album generates soothing 
ambient soundscapes that change 
as you manipulate shapes and 
settings within it. Working out how 
to alter pitch and melody is half the 
fun, but the fact that the results 
are so lovely is the important bit. 

US$5.99 / iPad 
Stuff says HHHHH

Its exported photos might be a 
little on the low-res side, but as 
with TouchRetouch this app does 
one job and does it well. The people 
you’re removing are your blinking/
sneezing/cross-eyed friends, but 
you’ll be swapping in a better-
looking version from another pic.

US$0.99 / iOS 
Stuff says HHHH✩

Need a quick way of keeping track 
of your incomings and outgoings? 
Money Plus for BB10 is simple, well 
organised and won’t make you 
want to hide under your piles of 
pennies. Transactions can be 
assigned to different accounts, but 
it lacks importing/exporting tools.

US$1.50 / BB10
Stuff says HHHHH

The new Google+ Hangouts app  
is already great for group video 
chats, messaging and sharing 
pictures, and it’s only likely to get 
better. It’s baked into Chrome and 
Gmail, so you’ll never be without it, 
and we’d expect desktop features 
such as Drive support in the future. 

US$free / iOS, Android 
Stuff says HHHHH
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US$520 / huawei.com

Esat Dedezade spends ten days juggling Huawei’s 6.1in Android behemoth.  
Can his hands get to grips with the phablet giant?

Huawei ascend Mate
240 hours with the

Day 01
The instant I untangle the Ascend 
Mate from its cardboard confines, 
it’s clear I’m dealing with a Big 
Phone. Not ‘big’ like the existing 
smattering of phablets, over  
which my hands have extensively 
roamed with no complaints, but a 
new level of big. As in: “Will this 6in 
monster even fit in my pockets?”

Naturally, trouser compatibility 
is the first thing I test, but my 
jeans pockets handle the Mate’s 
copious mass admirably. I even 
manage a squat or two, without 
ripping any denim. Mind you, today 
is not a skinny jeans day.

Next I give the Mate my usual 
creak and flex test and, much to 
my surprise, it passes with flying 
colours. Considering its large 
dimensions but fairly svelte 
9.9mm chassis, that’s impressive 
rigidity. In fact it makes a Samsung 
Galaxy Note II – which it undercuts 
by US$100 – look more than a 
little toy-like. It’s reassuringly 
weighty but well balanced, with a 
grippy matte plastic back and 
rough-brushed metal sides. Good 
job too – these texture choices 
will save me from more than a few 
phone-pavement interface 
adventures in the week to come. 

It’s time to release the Kraken, 
aka to power it on. Immediately,  
I feel a disturbance in the Android 
force. Something isn’t right. And 
then I realise: there’s no app menu 
button. Huawei is so giddy about 
the Mate’s big screen, it thinks you 
can just keep all your apps on the 
various homescreens. I create  
a few folders to keep things tidy, 
but what I’d really like is the option 
for an app drawer. No matter – a 
quick trip to the Play Store turns 
up exactly what I’m after. Ah, the 
joys of Android.

After some more faffing around,  
I decide to see what else Huawei 
has crammed into the Mate’s 

spacious innards. A quick flick 
down from the status bar to bring 
up the settings and… I realise my 
thumb can’t reach the top of the 
phone. Have my phablet-friendly 
fingers finally met their match?  
A little shifting around, a precarious 
fingertip balance and boom, status 
bar down. Thumb: 1, Ascend Mate: 0.

After about ten minutes, 
though, I realise that in everyday 
use there’s no way the Ascend 
Mate will be comfy or stable 
enough for one-handed use.  
Let’s hope that huge screen gives 
enough tablet-aping eye joy to 
justify its shortcomings.

“The Mate makes the Galaxy Note II  
– which it undercuts by about US$100 
look more than a little toy-like”
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Tech specs

Donut of Truth™
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stuff says

01

03

04

06

05

02

follow Esat:  
@esatdedezade

how to undo it. I’ve put the Mate 
away in a drawer, hoping it will sort 
itself out on its own accord.

Day 08
The music player’s Dolby presets 
are actually quite impressive and 
inject some much-needed 
freshness into my ageing track list. 
The big screen and speakers also 
make it ideal for sharing cat videos 
at the office. During my lunchbreak 
of course. Battery life remains 
surprisingly good – I comfortably 
get a day’s use out of it.

Day 09
I foolishly try to hammer out a 
quick text while power-walking to 
the station and nearly shatter the 
phone on an unforgiving London 
pavement. If it wasn’t for the 
grippy casing, this long-term test 
would have ended prematurely. It’s 
official: my previously undefeated 
hands, which handled the Note II 
and S4 with no problems, have at 
last met their smartphone match.

Day 10
I’m still not quite sure what to think 
of the Mate. It’s more freakishly 
large smartphone than tablet, and 
heavily marred by performance 
issues. I miss bashing out emails 
and browsing Reddit with one 
hand. I think I’ve finally found  
a phone that’s just too big.

Day 02
The Mate’s 720p screen might not 
pack the pixel density of the HTC 
One, Xperia Z or Galaxy S4, but it’s 
plenty sharp. It’s also bright, with 
superb viewing angles and I soon 
find I can read full-fat webpages and 
ebooks on it with ease. My eyes 
are in heaven, and all without having 
to lug around a separate tablet.

Day 03
I’m beginning to question whether 
or not the Mate really does have 
quad-core innards. It’s glitching, 
lagging and slowing down during 
basic tasks such as opening apps 
and multitasking. Very frustrating, 
and a big let down – especially for 
games such as Stuff-favourite 
Carmageddon, which should have 
been blistering on the big screen.  
Hope firmware updates will cure it.

Day 05
My first phone call on a busy train 
carriage is an embarrassment. 
There’s nothing natural about 
holding a giant black slab to my 
face and I definitely get a few odd 
looks from my fellow commuters.

Day 06
Some of the Ascend’s themes are 
crazy. I’ve just changed all of the 
principal icons to Japanese anime 
characters and I’m not quite sure 

Screen 6in IPS+ LCD, 
1280x720, 241ppi
CPU Quad-core 
Huawei K3V2  
@ 1.5GHz
OS Android v4.1  
(Jelly Bean)
RAM 2GB
Storage 8GB (+ up to 
32GB microSD)
Camera 8 MP, 
1080p@30fps (rear); 
1 MP, 720p@30fps 
(front)
Connectivity Wi-Fi 
(a/b/g/n), Bluetooth 
4.0, 3.5mm socket
Battery up to 24hrs 
(talktime, claimed)
Dimensions 
163.5x85.7x9.9mm, 
198g

Huawei ascend Mate 01 Beautifully bright, big 
display…
02 …yet surprisingly good 
battery life
03 Excellent build quality 
for the price

04 One-handed use is an 
impossible dream for most
05 Disappointingly glitchy 
and slow performance
06 It’s bigger than my face. 
No, really, it is

we love its bright 
screen and bargain 
price tag, but the 
mate is too big  
and too glitchy  
for everyday use 
HHH✩✩
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smartest
smart, smarter

This year’s TV buzzword may well be 
4K, but with eye-watering price tags 
and next to no content available, it’s 
undeniably tech of the future. 
Thankfully the tech of right now 
continues to go from strength to 
strength – 2013’s  new tellies are more 
beautiful, better sounding and smarter 
than ever before. But with such quality 
comes a problem: namely deciding 
which to buy. There are hundreds of 

sets out there, and dozens which look 
as if they tick all of our boxes: envelope-
pushing design, innovative new control 
methods, entertainment-stuffed smart 
TV hubs, 3D, HD and high-end picture-
processing tech. Narrowing down the 
choice was no easy task, but at the end 
of our quest we found five sets which 
stood above all others. And one which 
we’re happy to call the best consumer 
TV we’ve seen.

Television has just taken another giant leap forward, with the arrival of a new 
breed of super-connected sets that will change your living room forever
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Gadget percolator®

To find our final five we put the best TVs around into a big sieve and shook it

The 
Contenders

●
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●
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●
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M

96
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●
 5

5L
A9

60
●
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A79
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●
 5

5LA690
●

 5
5LA660

●
 47LN570

● Sony

● KDL-55W905A

● KDL-42W654A

● KDL-46R473A

● KDL-32W603A

● KD-55X9005A

● Samsung

● UE55F8000
● UE55F7000● UE55F6740● UE55F6800

● UE556510
●

 UE50F6400

●
 PS64F8500

●
 PS60F5500

●
 PS51F4900

●
 PS51F4500

●
 S9 UHD

 TV

●
 Bang &

 O
lufsen

●
 BeoVision 12 5

5P
FL

60
08

 ●

55
PF

L8
00

8 
●

 5
5P

DL
89

08
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 4
6P

FL
97

07
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 55PFL70
08 ●

Philip
s ●

LC-60LE650 ●

LC-60LE857K ●
LC-60LE757 ●LC-60LE657 ●

Sharp ●
TX-P55ST60B ●

TX-P55VT65B ●

TX-L50E6B ●

TX-L47FT60B ●

TX-L55DT65B ●

TX-L55ET60B ●

TX-L55WT65B ●

TX-P60ZT65B ●

TX-P50GT60B ●

Panasonic ●
58in 7 Series ●
50L4333 ●

58L9363 UHD ●
40L6 ●

Toshiba ●

3

2

1

key
1

2

3

Smart TV We need BBC iPlayer and either Netflix or Lovefilm as a bare minimum 
Size We’re after a TV that’s thrillingly big but still fits in the lounge – a 55in should do it
Features We want the best tech out there. Only top-of-the-range models need apply
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What these tVs will 
need to get right in 
order to impress us

To find our final five we put the best TVs around into a big sieve and shook it

tHe VItals 
What we tested

And what didn’t make it in

● KD-55X9005A

● Samsung

pIcture qualIty
Beneath all the apps and 
features, a TV is for watching 
– so a picture that makes 
your eyes bleed is not very 
cool. We’re looking for pin-
sharp HD, deep, effective 3D 
and clean standard-def, plus 
vibrant, natural colours and 
great contrast all-round.  
Yes, we’re hard to please.

DesIGN
Your new set will be the focal 
point of your living room,  
so you don’t want anything 
that’s been battered with  
the ugly stick. A clean, stylish 
design should be the aim,  
but one that works too: it 
needs to be well thought  
out for both wall mounting 
and freestanding.

smart tV
Gone are the days when 
smart TV was a nice bonus. 
It’s 2013, the world is web-
connected and your TV 
should be no different. We’re 
most interested in video 
on-demand, but other apps 
such as music streaming and 
social networking are also 
useful, and the experience 
also needs to be smooth and 
intuitive. A nicely designed 
interface will earn extra 
brownie points.

souND qualIty
The built-in speakers in 
flatscreen TVs have always 
been rubbish, but that’s 
finally starting to change.  
You’ll still generally get better 
sound from a 5.1-channel 
home cinema package or 
soundbar, but the next best 
option will be TV speakers 
with a decent power output 
and, ideally, a dedicated 
woofer for a weightier sound.

● Philips 55PFL8008
The sell The 8008 has a couple of 
innovative features found only on 
Philips TVs, in the form of the 
excellent Perfect Pixel HD picture 
engine and funky Ambilight. That’s 
great, but how will it cope with the 
more mundane things in TV life?

● LG 55LA860W
The sell LG’s 860W may well be  
a looker, but it’s no vacuous bimbo. 
The newly designed and well-
specced smart TV interface sits 
atop tweaked and tuned hardware, 
with LG taking care not to tinker 
too much with last year’s models.

● Panasonic 
TX-P55VT65B
The sell With a dual-core Hexa 
processing engine, built-in camera 
for face recognition and Panny’s 
revamped smart TV offering, the 
VT65B is one smart cookie. It’s 
also the only plasma in this test.

● Sony  
KDL-55W905A
The sell This Sony proudly sports 
new tricks such as ‘Triluminos’ 
display tech – for more vivid 
colours – and NFC. With Sony’s 
Entertainment Network also 
present, it’s got plenty to watch too.

● Samsung 
UE55F8000
The sell The Samsung isn’t just 
smart – it’s like Einstein, Hawking 
and Vorderman rolled into one, 
with a class-leading web TV line-
up and innovative controls. Will its 
picture prove just as impressive?

● Panasonic 
TX-L55WT65B
Features-wise this 
LCD TV is almost 
identical to the VT65, 
although it has passive 
3D rather than the 
active variety. But, as 
Panasonic is famed for 
its plasma-screen  
TVs, we decided to test 
that model instead.

● Sony 
KD-55X9005A
This 55in 4K monster 
(also available in a 65in 
version) has the full 
Sony smart TV range, 
‘Magnetic Fluid’ 
speakers for superb 
sound and everything 
else we’re looking for. 
But US$4k for 4K is 
just too much to pay.

● LG 55EM970V
LG’s very top-of-the-
range set offers an 
even better panel to 
that on the 860, 
manages to be skinnier 
still and adds a built-in 
subwoofer. We’d 
include it in a blink,  
but unfortunately it’s 
not actually available  
to buy yet. Boo.

● Philips 
55PDL8908
This head-turning TV 
offers all the high-tech 
spec of the PFL8008, 
but wraps it up in a 
unique wall-leaning 
design that will suit 
those with plenty of 
space. It might have 
made the cut if it were 
available – but it’s not.
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This sexy, super-smart Samsung 
sure is an attention grabber

● samsuNG ue55F8000 us$2400 ★★★★✩

1

 

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

To call the F8000 smart would be 
an insult – this TV is nothing 
short of a genius. The Smart Hub 
is supremely well stocked, it’s 
packed with clever features and 
the whole thing runs on a quad-
core processor – a first for a TV.

Turn it on and that powerful 
chip soon makes its presence felt, 
with apps loading quickly as you 

whizz around the Smart Hub’s 
five homescreens. And there are 
plenty of apps to choose from: 
iPlayer, 4oD, Netflix, Lovefilm, 
Spotify and dozens more. It also 
has a TiVo-style feature called  
S Recommendation, which 
suggests shows you might like 
based on your viewing habits, a 
built-in pop-up camera for Skype 

and Smart View, which streams 
the picture from one of the F800’s 
two tuners to a (Samsung) phone 
or tablet. What’s not so smart are 
the voice and gesture commands, 
which are gimmicky and actually 
don’t work as well as others here.

But what of picture quality? 
Well, there’s plenty of crisp detail 
to admire plus a subtler, more 

natural handling of colour than on 
last year’s sets. Skin tones are 
also good, while its active 3D 
performance is as impressive as 
its 2D one. But it has one major 
flaw, which is in its handling of 
black levels. They’re just not inky 
enough for us when compared to 
its new rivals here, and that’s 
enough to deny it that fifth star.

pIcture qualIty
Shady behaviour
A mixed bag. The F8000 
serves up a crisp picture 
with natural colours and 
an excellent 3D 
performance. But blacks 
lack the inky levels we 
crave and while tweaking 
the settings improved 
them, contrast suffered.
●●●●●●●●●●

DesIGN
Beautifully flawed
All barely-there bezel, 
sweeping silver stand and 
neat pop-up cam, the 
Samsung is gorgeous. 
Sadly, the stand is as wide 
as the screen, which may 
leave its legs dangling 
precariously over the 
edge of many an AV rack.
●●●●●●●●●●

smart tV
Appy days
Samsung’s Smart Hub is 
slick and easy to use, with 
apps intuitively spread 
over five homescreens.  
It all runs super-fast  
due to that quad-core 
chip, and the likes of  
S Recommendation  
are nice extras to have.
●●●●●●●●●●

souND qualIty
Narrow defeat
With two woofers and 
40W of power, the 
F8000 sounds better 
than the average TV, 
despite its slim design. 
But it’s still a little on the 
thin side, struggling to 
project sound much 
wider than the TV itself. 
●●●●●●●●●●

Samsung’s included 
Smart Remote continues 
the premium design of its 
TV, with a metallic finish 
and satisfyingly clickable 
icons rather than buttons. 
There’s a touchpad too, 
for swiping through the 
Smart Hub homescreens 
– plus a built-in mic for 
the voice commands.
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There’s plenty to love about this 
TV... but maybe not quite enough

● soNy kDl-55W905a us$2350 ★★★★✩

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

You get two remotes with 
the Sony: one standard, 
one slim. The latter is light 
on buttons but packs NFC; 
tap it on any compatible 
Xperia device and you can 
mirror the phone’s screen 
on the TV. There’s no 
upscaling, though, so it’ll 
work best with HD clips.

If this test was based on design 
alone, Sony’s W905 would win it 
with ease. It is strikingly good 
looking. Seemingly hovering 
above a silver circular stand and 
with a black brushed-metal bezel, 
the W905 has a delicacy that’s  
a world away from the more 
angular design of its 2012 sets. 

And for the most part, its 

picture is similarly impressive. 
Stick on a Blu-ray and you’re 
immediately struck by the pure 
level of detail on offer. Better still, 
Sony’s new Triluminos screen 
tech gives it a wonderfully rich 
and vibrant colour palette, plus 
snowy whites and deep blacks. 
Unfortunately, we found this was 
a trade-off for a rather heavy loss 

of detail and texture in darker 
scenes, which leads us to our 
major niggle with the W905 – its 
viewing angle. Move even slightly 
to the left or right of centre and 
colours begin to look washed out; 
try it with a dark scene and blacks 
swiftly turn to greys. Shame. 

Feature-wise it’s all good. 
Sony’s Internet TV is excellent, 

with almost all you could want for 
on-demand viewing, although the 
interface isn’t perfect. There’s also 
built-in NFC for slick mirroring of 
Xperia devices and a Side View 
app for extra info on what you’re 
watching. Both work very well.

All very impressive, but at this 
price and in this test, the Sony’s 
picture isn’t quite good enough.

pIcture qualIty
Angle no poise
There’s plenty to love 
about the Sony’s picture: 
its pin-sharp detailing, a 
rich palette of colours and 
seriously black blacks. 
But it lacks detail in dark 
scenes and has horrible 
viewing angles – not 
good enough at this price.
●●●●●●●●●●

DesIGN
Glowing reference
With its circular stand  
and flash of blue along 
the top, the Sony is one 
stylish set. The new 
Intelligent Core, which 
glows different colours 
depending on how you’re 
interacting with the TV, 
only adds to the flair.
●●●●●●●●●●

smart tV
Hubstandard 
Sony’s TV lacks a smart 
‘hub’, instead opting for  
a single page of scrollable 
apps. It’s a bit clunky but 
packed with apps, with 
Sony’s Video Unlimited 
nestling alongside Netflix, 
Lovefilm and iPlayer. No 
ITV Player or 4oD though. 
●●●●●●●●●●

souND qualIty
Pump it up
There’s a 1.2m-long 
speaker duct on the back 
of the TV to boost the 
bass and downward-firing 
speakers to push the 
sound forward. No matter 
– while dialogue is crisp 
and clear everything else 
sounds thin and weedy.
●●●●●●●●●●
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If you needed proof that plasma 
can still pop eyes and drop jaws...

● paNasoNIc tX-p55Vt65B us$2150 ★★★★★

test

winner

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

Yes, it’s two remotes time 
again. The Smart Remote 
isn’t the most premium 
we’ve seen, but the large 
circular touchpad does  
its job at scrolling through 
your homescreens  
with ease. The built-in 
microphone enables you 
to give voice commands  
a go, too. And they work.

What this plasma lacks in flashy 
good looks, it more than makes 
up for in pure picture punch. It’s 
far from ugly, but the VT65’s 
chunkier design and larger bezel 
do lose it style points next to its 
super-slim LCD counterparts. 

That all changes when you turn 
it on. Blu-rays look nothing short 
of stunning, with a well-balanced 

colour palette, remarkable clarity 
and exceptional contrast. Deep, 
velvety blacks sit pretty alongside 
bright whites and there’s an 
outstanding level of depth to 
images that LCD sets just can’t 
manage; that depth also makes 
for a superb 3D experience. 

A great picture, then, but the 
fun doesn’t stop there. Panny’s 

Viera Connect still trails the best 
for content, but it makes up for 
that in slickness of use. You get 
mutliple homescreens which can 
be individually customised, with  
a built-in camera then recognising 
who’s using it and loading their 
homepage automatically. It works, 
in good light, but it’s probably 
easier to swipe to it yourself. The 

Viera Remote 2 app is similarly 
impressive. As well as working as 
a remote and onscreen keyboard, 
it enables you to swipe content 
from phone or tablet to TV or 
vice-versa. It’s smooth, effective 
and a great extra to have.

And that’s the VT65 in a nutshell: 
it does a lot, and it does it brilliantly. 
And that’s why it’s our winner.

pIcture qualIty
Picture perfect
The VT65 doesn’t only 
have the best picture on 
test – it may well be the 
best we’ve ever seen. 
Certainly it shows up the 
LCD competition when it 
comes to contrast, black 
levels and sense of  
depth. Long live plasma.
●●●●●●●●●●

DesIGN
Tall and portly
If you’re looking for  
a TV with OLED-esque 
slimness, move on. It’s a 
bit thicker than LCD sets 
and noticeably heavier – 
worth considering if you 
want to hang it on your 
wall. That aside, it’s classy 
without being stunning.
●●●●●●●●●●

smart tV
One smart cookie
Panny’s Smart TV 
offering still trails the 
leaders for apps: Netflix  
is there, but not Lovefilm, 
Blinkbox or 4oD. However, 
the smart apps, multiple 
homescreens and voice 
commands that actually 
work help make up for it.
●●●●●●●●●●

souND qualIty
Forward thinking
The VT65 has two long, 
slim forward-facing 
speakers plus a 7.5cm 
woofer round the back. 
They’re really effective at 
projecting sound towards 
the viewer, and have the 
power to do an action 
scene proud. 
●●●●●●●●●●
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Party time! This stylish LG is  
a passive 3D crowd pleaser

● lG 55la860W us$2000 ★★★★✩

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

Got lots of friends? Then this LG 
may be the set for you. Unlike the 
others here, it’s got passive 3D 
tech, which means cheaper, lighter 
glasses, which means it’s great for 
a film or footie night with mates. LG 
helpfully includes six pairs with the 
set, while some others get a mere 
two of the active variety. Yes, you 
lose out on full HD 3D, but that’s 

offset by an increase in picture 
brightness and the cheaper specs.

Picture-wise, there’s a lot to 
like here. HD content shines, with 
great colours and bags of detail. 
Shade detail and contrast 
performance are just short of the 
best, but we’re being picky. Flick  
it to 3D, meanwhile, and you’ll get 
active-bothering depth and scale. 

The good news continues with 
the design. We may have declared 
Sony’s set the best looking, but the 
LG is snapping at its well-dressed 
heels. Its barely there bezel gives it 
the impression that it has an edge-
to-edge picture and its stand  
is stylish and stable. And that’s it: 
everything else is just screen.

Its smart features are mostly 

great, with a top selection of apps, 
streamlined interface and voice 
control that works. Like the Sony 
it has NFC and like the Samsung 
and Panasonic it can mirror your 
smartphone screen via an app. 
But neither is as slickly executed 
as we’d like and that sums up the 
LG. There’s lots to like here, but 
overall it just falls short of the best.

pIcture qualIty
Contrasting fortune
LG’s picture does a lot  
of things right – it has a 
strikingly natural colour 
palette and a great level 
of detail and clarity. It’s an 
impressive package you’d 
struggle to pick holes in, 
but it just trails the best for 
contrast and shade detail.
●●●●●●●●●●

DesIGN
TV without borders
Bezelophobes rejoice – 
LG has damn near done 
away with it entirely on 
the 860W. That means 
16:9 content really shines, 
with almost-borderless 
edge-to-edge brilliance. 
We wish we had one sat 
in our front room.
●●●●●●●●●●

smart tV
Clever clogs
LG’s Smart Home package 
now has a more simplified 
design and greater room 
for customisation. Voice 
commands actually work 
– shock horror – and app 
selection is good, with 
LoveFilm, Netflix, Blinkbox 
and iPlayer all present.
●●●●●●●●●●

souND qualIty
Stuck in the middle 
The 860W won’t win  
any awards for its sound, 
but it’s not terrible either. 
There’s a touch of 
harshness in the top  
end and it can feel a  
little hollow, but stick  
on a Blu-ray and it’s 
perfectly listenable. 
●●●●●●●●●●

LG’s Magic Remote sits 
nicely in the hand, and 
allows for point-and-click 
navigation of the Smart 
TV menus. It’s responsive 
and keeps up with your 
movements, with a nice 
scrolling wheel at its 
centre for browsing 
websites or flicking 
through the app selection.
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An LCD set with plasma-
bothering levels of brilliance

● pHIlIps 55pFl8008 us$2500 ★★★★★

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

If the idea of scrolling through 
screens of TV settings sounds 
like a fate worse than TOWIE, 
you’ll like this Philips. Turn it on 
and it’ll walk you through the 
basics, prompting you to set up 
your network connection, tune in 
your channels and even do some 
simple picture tweaking. 

And the resulting picture is  

a cracker. Leaning just slightly to 
the cooler side of neutral, colours 
appear natural and believable,  
and there’s an impressive level  
of sharpness and clarity on offer 
too, digging out the subtlest of 
detail from even the darkest of 
scenes. Black levels are excellent 
for an LCD screen, and contrast is 
equally top-notch. Switch over to 

its active 3D and it’s a bright, 
stable experience, with tons of 
great detail. 

And then there’s Ambilight.  
If you’ve not seen it before, it 
involves LEDs around the edge of 
the screen projecting coloured 
light on to the walls so that the 
picture appears to extend outside 
the screen. Sounds like a gimmick, 

but in practice it’s anything but: 
for us, it only made the viewing 
experience all the more immersive. 

That the Philips doesn’t quite 
reach perfection is solely down to 
its SmartTV offering. It’s not bad, 
but with only Netflix and iPlayer 
really standing out, it’s not superb 
either. Still, in this company 
second place is to be applauded.

pIcture qualIty
Pin sharp
The Philips’ picture is 
easily the best LCD 
picture on test, with crisp 
defined lines, stacks of 
detail and excellent black 
levels and contrast. We 
opted for a colour palette 
on the cooler side, but  
it’s all easily tweakable. 
●●●●●●●●●●

DesIGN
All of the lights
A skinny bezel and silver 
slither of a stand win the 
Philips brownie points, 
but it’s Ambilight that 
helps it soar above the 
pack. As well as making 
for an immersive watch, 
all those twinkling lights 
can’t help but look pretty.
●●●●●●●●●●

smart tV
Must try harder
The 8008’s Achilles heel. 
While contained in an 
easy-to-use UI, the  
apps on offer just can’t 
compete with those on 
its rivals. Still, it does  
have Netflix, iPlayer and 
Blinkbox, and for many 
that will be enough. 
●●●●●●●●●●

souND qualIty
Power pleaser
With 30W of sound 
coming from two fairly 
large rear-mounted 
stereo speakers, there’s a 
surprising amount of 
power hiding within the 
Philips’ slim frame. They’re 
clear, well separated and 
overall not bad at all.
●●●●●●●●●●

Philips’ remote might look 
a bit low-tech compared 
to the others here, but  
in fact, it’s a bit of a box  
of tricks. It’s got a full 
QWERTY keyboard round 
the back for frustration-
free text entry and at the 
top you’ll find a pointer for 
navigating around Philips’ 
smart TV menus.
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test

winner

1 2 3

+ Now add these

 THE WiNNER iS...  
PANASONiC VT65

s u p e r t e st  H I G H - e N D  t Vs

1 Sony BDP-S790
Not only will the S790 give you  
outstanding performance in both 2D  
and 3D Blu-ray, but it’ll also open up  
Sony’s Internet TV options, including  
Lovefilm and Sony Video Unlimited.
US$200 / sony.co.uk

2 Sonos Playbar
To give that respectable flatscreen  
sound a home cinema boost, add the  
Sonos Playbar. It’ll stream your music  
too, and add Spotify into the mix.
US$600 / sonos.com

3 Sky+HD
Dual Freeview HD and Freesat HD  
tuners not enough? Sky+HD offers  
more than 65 channels of HD content.
from US$free (+ US$32/month) / sky.com

Let’s be clear from the 
start: these are the best-
looking, smartest TVs 
we’ve seen. But most 
importantly they also 
deliver better pictures 
than ever before. That’s 
made picking a winner 
incredibly tricky, with five 
sets which would grace 
any front room. But even  
in this company the 
Panasonic TX-P55VT65B 
stands out, with a 
practically flawless picture, 
a newly redesigned smart 
TV set-up and actually 
fairly decent built-in 
speakers. The Philips set 
came close, but it’s just  
on the back foot when it 
comes to smart TV, and is 
pipped by the plasma in 
overall picture quality. 
Don’t feel too bad for our 
three 4-star runners up 
either – take one of these 
TVs home and we’ve no 
doubt you’ll love it. It’s just 
that at this price only the 
very best will do. And the 
very best is the Panasonic 
VT65. 
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Off to buy a 4K set? Just  
hold on there a second…
Until this year 4K was an 
impossible dream for all but 
the super-rich or the super-
good-at-bulgary. New TV 
tech has always been pricey, 
but US$25k for an 84in set? 
That’s just ridiculous. But 
these things always come 
down in price fairly swiftly, 
and if you want proof of that, 
Sony has now introduced a 
55in 4K TV for US$4000. 
Hardly pocket change, 
granted, but within the reach 
of those with good jobs or 
big credit cards. So could 4K 
TVs be the standard in our 
living rooms by this time next 
year? Er, probably not. The 
problem is content: a 4K film 
will likely be more than 10TB 
in size, making it too big for 
any existing optical media let 
alone current broadband 
speeds. Nothing to watch 
equals no point in buying 
one. Someone will solve the 
problem – there’s already 
too much invested in it for  
it to die – but until they do,  
full HD still reigns supreme.

Samsung UE55F8000 ★★★★✩
Its every pore oozes cutting-edge tech and its Smart Hub is 
among the best out there. But some picture flaws lose it a star
US$2400 / samsung.com

Sony KDL-55W905A ★★★★✩
The Sony does so many things right that 4 stars may seem 
harsh, but poor viewing angles are a critical flaw at this price
US$2150 / sony.co.uk

Philips 55PFL8008 ★★★★★
With an LCD screen that’s almost the equal of the Panasonic 
plus the immersive Ambilight tech, the Philips is a TV to die for
US$2500 / philips.co.uk

LG 55LA860W ★★★★✩
There’s little to complain about here: lovely design, great screen, 
good hub. But it lacks the standout features to beat the best
US$2000 / lg.com/uk

Panasonic TX-P55VT65B ★★★★★
Team an astonishingly good picture with a brilliantly revamped 
smart TV portal and you have the best TV around. Viva plasma!
US$2300 / panasonic.co.uk

1224x742  
x310mm, 

18.3kg

1241x756  
x298mm, 

22kg

40W (2x10W, 
2x 10W 
woofer)

20W 
(2x10W)

4

4

Active  
(2 pairs of 

glasses inc)

Active  
(4 pairs of 

glasses inc)

Freeview 
HD/Freesat 

HD

Freeview 
HD/satellite 

tuner

LCD, 1080p, 
1000Hz Edge 

LED, local 
dimming

LCD, 1080p, 
800Hz Edge 

LED, local 
dimming

1235x785  
x280mm 

21.5kg

1229x788  
x316mm, 

26.2kg

30W 
(2x15W)

24W 
(2x12W)

4

4
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(2 pairs of 

glasses inc)

Passive  
(6 pairs of 
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Freeview 
HD/satellite 

tuner

Freeview 
HD/satellite 

tuner

LCD, 1080p, 
1400Hz Edge 

LED, local 
dimming

LCD, 1080p, 
800Hz Edge 

LED, local 
dimming

1318x855  
x296mm, 

38.5kg

20W (2x5W, 
1x10W 

woofer)
3
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(2 pairs of 

glasses inc)

Freeview 
HD/Freesat 

HD

Plasma, 
1080p, 

3000Hz FFD

Dimensions*HDMi portsTuners Speakers3DPanel

follow Verity: 
@verityburns
email: verity.burns 
@haymarket.com

● Samsung UE55F8000 ● Sony KDL-55W905A  
● Panasonic TX-P55VT65B ● LG 55LA860W ● Philips 55PFL8008
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store smarter
How to build tHe ultimate tecH Home

PART 1 PART 3 PART 4 PART 5PART 2

Your movies, music and photos in any room, 
at any time, and safely backed up: that’s the 
dream. Now read this and make it reality

Scenario #1
You want music minus 
the humming boxes
Don’t fancy an always-on PC or 
NAS eating your leccy? Amazon 
Cloud Player (1) is just the thing: 
it stores and streams your 
music, or matches it with its own 
database. Up to 250 tracks for 
free, or 250,000 for US$30/
year, and it works with any web 
browser as well as iPhone, 
Android, Kindle Fire and Sonos 
devices. Anything you’ve bought 
through Amazon is stored for 
free, natch.The downsides? No 
broadband, no music, and quality 
is restricted to 256kbps MP3. 
Plus, the service is for music 
only; Amazon still directs you to 
its Lovefilm service for films.

Scenario #2 
You want all of your 
stuff, all of the time
Want to stream DVD rips, music, 
and share files all over your pad? 
Network Attached Storage 
(NAS) is your friend. Our pick is 
the (2) Synology DS213J (from 
US$250 synology.com), a smart 
box that connects one or two 
hard drives – up to 8TB total – 
into your router. Lossless music 
and 1080p video can be sent to 
AV gear around the house via 
UPnP, or over the net to mobile 
devices. Its DS cloud app even 
turns it into a Dropbox clone. 
Plus, it offers ‘resilient’ PC, Mac 
and Linux backup: you can set 
the second hard disk to ‘mirror’ 
the first, saving you if one fails.

Scenario #3 
You want serious 
streaming power  
A DIY storage system is an 
affordable way of keeping and 
streaming loads of HD media. 
Start with some basic PC 
hardware then choose from  
a world of free NAS OSes. 
Simplest is Vortexbox: load it on 
to an old PC, and it’ll auto-rip CDs 
and DVDs and serve ’em up on 
demand. OpenMediaVault is 
more powerful, adding improved 
NAS capabilities, while tweakers 
will love the media-centric UnRaid 
and pro-level FreeNAS. Us? We’d 
kill two birds with one simple 
stone: set up right, Windows 8 
can serve, backup and play your 
media... See facing page for that.

1tb
David bailey
Will store up to 200,000 
16MP JPEG photos, or 
40,000 lossless RAW 
images. Your tunes and 
documents will fit, too.

2tb 
Rick Rubin 
Lossless FLAC files will find 
this space good for 8000 
albums. The new lossless 
HD audio formats? You’ll 
get 2000 albums on here.

4tb 
Edgar Wright
Budding indie movie-
makers will fit all 800 
of their DVD movies at 
lossless MKV quality on 
this amount of disk space.

8tb 
Steven Spielberg
Blu-ray movies are big – 
you’ll get ‘just’ 320 lossless 
1080p MKV movies on 8TB. 
Or, of course, 1600 DVDs. 
Which is probably enough.
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world of goo

tHomas was alone

The 
PioneeR

hAndheld
fAve

Gaming historian and author Tristan Donovan explains 
why it’s time to give your tired trigger fingers and 
sequel-deadened mind a break from the mainstream

Together with retro-platformer Cave Story  
and the mind-bending Braid, World Of Goo 
kickstarted the indie boom. Created by two 
blokes on their laptops in various San 
Francisco coffee shops, Goo challenges 
players to build wobbly structures out of 
tar-like globules to reach a suction tube that 
will whisk you to the next level. Alas, squishy 
balls of slime are not ideal building materials 
and it takes just one misplaced dollop to bring 
your work crashing down like so many jellied 
Jenga blocks. Fantastically addictive too.

from US$0.99 (PC, Mac, Wii, Linux, Android, iOS, 
BB10) / worldofgoo.com

It looks like a refugee from a 1980s Atari 
console, but this platform-puzzler defies 
expectations by managing to give its 
quadrilateral cast oodles more personality 
than the polygon-packed heroes of Gears Of 
War and Call Of Duty. Its tale of spontaneous 
AIs trapped in a computer is deftly told by 
comedian Danny Wallace and backed up  
by some sublime platforming and puzzle-
solving gameplay to boot. It’s a perfect 
example of how indie games can turn a 
weakness such as basic art into a strength.

US$7.99 (PC, Mac, PS3, PS Vita) /
thomaswasalone.com

we live in a golden age of 
gaming and it’s all thanks 
to the indie scene. While 

supermarket shelves might be 
stacked high with overblown 
blockbusters, anyone after real 
creativity and visceral thrills 
would be better off heading 
away from the mainstream.  
Free of focus-group refinement, 
these homebrewed labours of 
love are all about passion and 
creativity run wild; they’re made 
for the love of gaming rather 
than the ring of the cash register.

From the block-building 
playground of Minecraft to the 

brain-twisting platform worlds  
of Fez, indie titles fizz with 
experimentation. And while they 
might lack the visual razzmatazz 
of their big-budget brethren, they 
more than make up for it with 
fresh gameplay and bold ideas.

My own introduction to the 
scene came in 2009 when a 
friend recommended I try World 
Of Goo. It was better than almost 
every retail game I played that 
year. Then I found out that it  
was made by just two people,  
a discovery that sparked my 
hunt for other indie gems.

Soon I was hiding in cupboards 

in the terrifying Amnesia: The 
Dark Descent, welling up over 
the interactive tear-jerker To  
The Moon and battling the odds 
in wonderful rescue-’em-up 
Atom Zombie Smasher. It was 
like being introduced to the 
world’s cuisine after growing  
up on a diet of potato waffles 
drenched in Value baked beans.

And, like searching for your 
next favourite ‘cheap eat’, 
looking for the next indie smash 
is a compelling sub-game in 
itself. The obvious places to start 
are the big digital game stores 
(see panel), but compilation 

packs such as The Humble 
Bundle and Indie Royale offer 
enjoyable off-piste rides.

Of course, indie games are 
nothing new. Some of the 8-bit 
era’s biggest titles were indies, as 
was the venerable Doom. Things 
went a bit quiet as console 
gaming established its chokehold 
on the industry, but the birth  
of online stores and mobile 
gaming have sparked an indie 
renaissance. All of which means 
there’s never been a better time 
to expand your gaming horizons. 
Oh, and they’re usually far 
cheaper too. Game on.

JARgon 
busTeR 
n gAme JAms
These real-life events 
challenge indie 
developers to build 
games in 24-48hrs. 
Many a great indie 
title has been born at 
one, including Stuff 
favourite Surgeon 
Simulator 2013.
 
n douJin sofT
Japan’s own indie 
scene. It’s big on free 
PC games and has 
spawned several  
bona fide indie 
classics including 
Cave Story and the 
fabulous 2D shooter 
Warning Forever.

n CRowdfunding
Many indie games are 
bankrolled by fans 
who donate money 
through crowdfunding 
portals such as 
IndieGoGo and 
Kickstarter to ensure 
the games they want 
to play get made.

n Twine
This tool lets people 
create HTML text 
games in the style of 
those old Fighting 
Fantasy books. Led to 
a boom in super lo-fi 
indie creations.
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monaco: wHat’s  
Yours is mine 

fuTuRe 
ClAssiC 

wheRe To 
find Them

Best described as Ocean’s Eleven meets 
Pac-Man, Monaco sees you take control of  
a team of pixellated criminals for a series of 
heists. Each intricate top-down 2D level is 
filled with security alarms and guards, but 
fortunately each crook has their own 
specialism – for instance, the all-seeing 
lookout, or the quick-with-doors lockpick.  
It works well as a solo game but the co-op 
mode, where each player controls  
a different felon, is sheer genius. 

from US$15 (PC, Mac, Xbox 360) / 
pocketwatchgames.com/monaco

n PlAysTATion 
sToRe, XboX 
mARkeTPlACe, 
sTeAm
It’s never been easier 
to track down new indie 
releases. Steam and 
Xbox Marketplace  
have long-established 
indie sections and the 
PlayStation Store 
recently added its  
own for the latest indie 
treats on PS3 and Vita. 
Nintendo’s eShop and 
the Mac App Store also 
have plenty on offer, but 
as yet neither has an 
area dedicated to indie.

n indie RoyAle
For newbies to the indie 
world, Indie Royale’s 
game bundles are a 
great place to start. 
These gather a bunch 
of the latest offerings 
and let you choose how 
much to pay above a 
minimum price (usually 
just a few dollars). 
These bundles are only 
offered for a limited 
period, though, so it’s 
worth signing up to  
the regular newsletter 
to make sure you  
don’t miss out.  
indieroyale.com

n ReddiT
An essential resource 
for anyone who wants 
to keep up with the 
scene. The Indie Games 
reddit saves you the 
effort of trawling the 
web for the next 
Minecraft by bringing 
together hot-off-the-
press indie gaming 
news, reviews, YouTube 
videos and more. So 
you’ve really no excuse 
for not looking beyond 
the new Call Of Modern 
Battlefield Honor game.  
reddit.com/r/
indiegames
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tHe 
finisHing 
toucHes…

3 inStant upgradeS 
barbecuing

3

1
2

1 The PiT PAl bbQ APP
Featuring integration with 
the CyberQ WiFi (below), 
the Pit Pal (from US$free, 
play.google.com) is one 
serious barbecuing app. 
Use it to track 
temperatures and cooking 
times and even view 
graphs of your exploits. 

2 webeR bbQ fiResPiCe 
wood Chunks
Tossing some of these 
wood chunks (US$15, 
gardenxl.com) into your 
beef burner will add extra 
smoke flavour to your 
meat. They’re available in 
pecan, apple, cherry, 
hickory and mesquite.

1 Halo CooltouCH
British designer John Tomalin-Reeves was a 
bit peckish after designing BA’s award-
winning T5 lounge, so he made this iconic 
food scorcher. Its clever triple-layer 
insulation keeps the outer shell cool enough 
to touch, meaning that chargrilled fingers 
won’t be on the menu. It’ll 
also keep your charcoal 
burning hotter for 
longer; 500g of it will 
stay at cooking temp for 
4.5hrs. The marine-grade 
stainless grill is rust-resistant 
and will even slot into your 
dishwasher – leaving you free 
to slip into a meat-sweats 
food coma instead.
US$750 / haloproduct.

2 CyberQ Wifi
Grilling is a religion in the US and this 
app-controlled cooking system has arrived 
from Pennsylvania to convert you. It has 
three meat probes and one for the pit – 
that’s barbecue in Americanese – so you 
won’t need to guess how hot your coals are, 
or when your animal flesh is seared to 
perfection. There’s also a port for an 
optional ‘Pit Viper’ fan to blow air on to your 
coals and regulate the cooking 
temperature. All of which 
means there’s zero 
chance of ‘food 
poisoning Friday’ 
ever being 
repeated.
US$295 /  
store.thebbqguru.com/

3 looftligHter
Do you a) have a particularly majestic set of 
eyebrows or b) hate the tang of lighter fluid 
in your burgers? Then you need  
a Looftlighter in your life. This mains-
powered hot air blower uses a concentrated 
stream of super-heated air to get your 
coals all fired up in just 60 seconds. It works 
just as well on charcoal, wood, briquettes 
and various other fuel types, and can be 
used in fireplace-type scenarios to 
boot. Yes, it may lack the 
excitement of liquid fuel, but 
it’s environmentally friendly 
and has a built-in 
bottle-opener to 
make up for it.
US$75 / store.
makro.co.uk

Man need cook dinner with fire. He treat family and anger 
rivals by using tools thrown down from gadget kings…
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if notHing else, at least...5-minute 
Hacks

Download Stuff’s iOS app 
for even more tips and  
other interactive goodies

…make a 360-
degree time 
laPse

…learn Howto
 Putt like a Pro

…make 150 cds
into  a dumbbell

2

1

3

Tune in neXT monTh foR...
● The Stuff Home Project: How to properly rip all of your media  
● Make your own bella vino ● PLUS! How to print your photos on to wood

Everybody loves a time-lapse. 
Here’s how to make one with 
your smartphone:

● Get a tripod. The Joby 
Griptight Micro Stand (US$30, 
johnlewis.com) is fine for fixed 
lapses, but for 360-degree 
versions you’ll need the Veho 
Muvi X-Lapse (US$20, firebox.
com) and a proper tripod.

● Forget flowers. Busy scenes 
work best, and high viewpoints.  

● Capture the action, having 
set interval and quality in Lapse 
It Pro (US$2.99, iOS). Twist your 
Muvi to set the duration. 

● Render your footage. Alter 
the output framerate to balance 
smoothness of motion and 
video length. Share. Go again.   

A beautifully flighted iron shot 
means nowt if you zig-zag 
across the green with a 
five-putt. PGA Pro Robert Rock 
(robertrock.co.uk) is here with 
some putt-perfect cheats tips:

● Download TiltMeter app 
(US$3, iOS). Now place your 
iPhone on the point halfway 
betwixt ball and pin facing it in 
the direction of the hole.

● Enter the slope percentage 
into the AimPoint app (right, 
from US$20, iOS, Android) with  
the putt distance and ‘stimp’,  
or green speed – between 7 
and 10 at most golf clubs.

● Point AimPoint’s zero line 
straight uphill, and slide the 
arrow to point to the ball. It’ll 
give you an aiming point, and an 
adjusted distance for your putt. 

Ripped your old CDs?  
Now to get yourself ripped:

● Gather 150 CDs. Now get  
a 1/2in threaded rod with bolts 
and washers (fastfixdirect.co.uk), 
a table vice, hacksaw, wrench 
and some duct tape.

● Measure six inches from  
the end of your rod and make  
a mark. Leaving a gap that’s  
big enough for your hand,  
then mark another six-inch 
gap. Saw at this final mark, 
using the vice to hold it steady.

● Make a grip with duct tape.  
It won’t look as neat as the one 
pictured, but it’ll work. Now 
wind on a bolt and washer each 
side of the tape, load 75 CDs 
either end and tighten with the 
final bolts and washers. Done! 
You’ve got yourself a 4.5kg ’bell.

https://itunes.apple.com/ae/app/stuff-middle-east/id525361042?mt=8


SCRATCH & WIN, VISIT & WIN
EXCITING PRIZES WORTH THOUSANDS OF DIRHAMS TO BE WON 
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TICKETS AED 30 ONLY. 
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HTC 8X
The 8X takes the title of ‘world’s best-looking phone’ and positively glows in its blue,  
red and yellow hues – as does its gorgeous 4.3in, sharper-than-Retina LCD display.  
The dual-core chip performs well too, but a thin apps catalogue loses it a crucial star.

Nokia Lumia 920
It’s a photo finish, but Nokia’s flagship edges out HTC’s 8X as our favourite Windows 
Phone. The two share the same dual-core processor, but the 920’s superior 4.5in screen 
and battery give it this little victory. But it needs more apps to take on Android and iOS.

Samsung Galaxy Note II
Its 5.5in 720p screen might be too much for most of us to get to grips with but the 
Note II’s supreme power, handy S Pen stylus and features such as Popup Browser and 
Multiscreen are pretty useful. The 4G-ready N7105 model costs roughly US$600.

Google Nexus 4
Our champion ‘budget smartphone’ is finally in stock on Google Play. The Nexus 4 
represents astonishing value: it runs vanilla Jelly Bean, packs a lovely 320ppi screen and  
is getting more accessories than any other Android smartphone bar the Galaxy S III. 

Huawei Ascend P1
The P1’s successor, the cleverly-named P2, will be arriving in summer 2013 for a SIM-
free price of €399 (UK price US$tba). It’ll pack a larger 4.7in screen, 16GB storage and the 
potential for extra-fast 4G speeds thanks to a Category 4 LTE chip. Full review soon.

BlackBerry Q10
BlackBerry’s Z10 may have initially grabbed the headlines, but it’s the Q10 the QWERTY 
faithful have been waiting for. They won’t be disappointed: the combination of great 
little screen, lovely big keyboard and lots of grunt makes it a productivity powerhouse.

Apple iPhone 5
No longer can we gripe about iOS looking dated. Well, we can until iOS 7’s launch this 
autumn. We like what we’ve seen of the new OS so far, but even without it the iPhone 5 
is worth considering, with the best apps, the subtlest design and smooth operation.

Sony Xperia Z
You’ve got to feel for the Xperia Z – just two months at the top and it’s been demoted  
to second place. Still, while it loses the ergonomic and screen-res fights with the HTC, 
Sony’s 5in-screened flagship remains a gorgeously monolithic slab of a smartphone.

HTC One
HTC’s days of being overshadowed by Samsung and Sony are over: the One is 
better than the best offered by either of its Android rivals. Of course we’re writing 
this before we’ve tested the Galaxy S4 – by the time you read this, Sammy’s new 
flagship may well have taken the top spot. If it has, it’ll be some phone – because 
the One is a masterclass in smartphone craft, from its impossibly clear 1080p 
screen to its strokable aluminium body, clever Sense 5 skin and UltraPixel camera.

STuff SAyS
Super-stylish, ultra-smart 
and a pleasure to use, the 
HTC One is a masterclass  
in smartphone design
uS$675 ★★★★★

uS$520
★★★★★

uS$350
★★★★✩

uS$575 
★★★★★

uS$710
★★★★★

uS$680
★★★★✩

uS$355
★★★★★

uS$630 
★★★★✩

uS$580 
★★★★✩
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Samsung Galaxy S4
The S4 is like a Deep Fill sandwich of tech: a 5in 1080p screen, 13MP camera, 4G and 
quick quad-core processor. But once the novelty of tasty fillings such as Air Gestures 
and Smart Scroll wear off, you’ll long for the handmade panini taste of the HTC One.

uS$615
★★★★★

best for
feATure
fANS

best for
wOrkAHOLICS

best for
BIG-HANded 
CreATIveS
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best for
vALue ANd 
PerfOrmANCe

Amazon kindle fire Hd
Forgetting that big bezel, the Fire HD’s 7in, 1280x800 screen packs a punch. It’s also 
fast and has great speakers, making it a great tablet for films, ebooks and media 
consumption, so long as you don’t mind the lack of apps and closed Amazon ecosystem.

Sony Xperia Tablet Z
Sony just refuses to play by the rules. Stretching its stylish Xperia Z smartphone out 
to 10in should have made it thicker, but it hasn’t; less crisply screened, but it isn’t; and 
not waterproof, but it is. The price for this extreme engineering, however, is high.   

Lenovo ThinkPad Tablet 2
You’re a high flyer. You have work to do and neither iOS or Android has the oomph. You 
need the Windows 8 Pro-running Tablet 2. It lasts all day, is powerful enough for full-fat 
desktop software and with the US$80 keyboard dock it’s an ultraportable laptop.

Asus Transformer Pad Infinity
Don’t underestimate the keyboard dock. The Infinity uses it not just for its trackpad 
and keys, but also for connections and extra battery life. Along with quad-core power, 
it makes this full-HD-screener a netbook beater. The US$485 Prime is also excellent. 

microsoft Surface Pro
Despite our sniffy review of the Surface RT, we liked its style. The Pro is hewn from 
the same clay, but with more powerful gizzards and ‘proper’ Win 8. The screen is ace, 
the keyboard covers useful; only poor battery life brings on our sniffles again.

Samsung Galaxy Note 8.0
Whether you think it a biggerised Note II or a shrinkified Note 10.1 – and with phone 
functionality, it’s more of the former – the Note 8.0 is a peculiar gadget. Pricier than 
an iPad Mini in both Wi-Fi and 3G models, yet has that handy pen input. A marmite tab.

Google Nexus 10
It doesn’t feel quite as premium as the iPad, but the Nexus 10’s 2560x1600, 300ppi 
screen is the sharpest we’ve seen on an Android tablet. With a dual-core 1.7GHz chip, 
solid battery life and speedy MIMO Wi-Fi, this Jelly Bean slate is a solid contender.

Apple iPad mini
A stunning finish makes this the prettiest Apple tablet yet. The 7.9in screen shares the 
iPad 2’s 1024x768 res, but it’s not as crisp as the Nexus 7 or Kindle Fire HD. Great apps 
offset that loss – but at US$85 more than the Nexus 7, it’s hard to recommend to all.

Asus fonePad
Shut the front door! Where’s the Nexus 7 gone? Fickle as ever, we’ve decided we like 
this DNA-sharing FonePad more. Same size and 7in screen as the Nexus, but comes 
with Intel inside, 3G and a microSD slot for just US$30 more. Not as classy, mind you.

Apple iPad
The 4th-gen iPad still stands above all tablets, with an amazing screen that 
renders everything in glorious 2048x1536 on its 9.7in Retina display. Photos, 
games and movies look incredible and text is eggshell-smooth. The A6X chip’s 
quad-core graphics and the LTE browsing speeds (EE only) make it slicker and 
more user-friendly than ever, while the unparallelled riches of the App Store 
mean it’s still the most fun, too. That said, we’re looking forward to an iOS refresh.

best for
ON-THe-GO 
BuSINeSS

best for
mOvIe-fIeNd 
ANdrOId fANS

best for
BATH-BASed 
TABLeT fuN

STuff SAyS
does everything the iPad 
has ever done, but now  
it’s twice as fast and four 
times as pretty. Amazing
from uS$545 ★★★★★

from 
uS$350
★★★★★

from 
uS$705
★★★★✩

from 
uS$1100
★★★★✩

uS$300 
★★★★★

from 
uS$510 
★★★★★

uS$650
★★★★✩

uS$1000
(w/keyboard dock) 
★★★★★

from 
uS$550
★★★★✩

from 
uS$275                                                                                                                                           
★★★★✩

best for
deSkTOP 
verSATILITy

tablets 85

NeW

NeW

GO BEYOND 
PROTECTION 
Colorful style and useful features get  
you more in the classroom.
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best for
3d mOvIeS 
wITH frIeNdS

Panasonic TX-L50eT60
The first 2013 Panasonic to land at Stuff Towers is an LED LCD rather than plasma, but 
it maintains the Japanese giant’s rep for great picture quality. What’s more, the boring 
old interface has been replaced with fresh menus that make smart TV nicer to look at.

Samsung ue55f8000
Yep, the F8000 has just taken one hell of a fall from its previous position at the top of 
this tree. Has it suddenly got worse? No. But now that it’s been tested against other 
2013 sets, its picture flaws are more apparent. If not for its price it’d be higher, though.

Panasonic TX-P50X60
By the standards of the other TVs in this list the 50X60 looks a bit poverty-stricken: 
‘only’ 720p resolution, last year’s design language and other spec shortcomings 
besides. But then again – it’s US$750 for a 50in TV that performs admirably. Bargain.

Samsung ue46f7000
The F7000 might just be the sweetest spot in Samsung’s 2013 range – the same 
spectacular performance as the F8000 series but without the show-off design and 
quite a bit less expensive. Great picture quality and slick online functionality in one box.

LG 55LA860w
From its super-slim, near bezel-less design to its excellent picture and clever, app-
stuffed smart TV hub, the 860W does many things right. Then again, it costs two 
grand, so it damn well should do. If you’ve got deep pockets, you could do a lot worse.

Bang & Olufsen Beovision 11 
Five grand for a 40in TV might seem a trifle steep, but if that’s small change to you the 
BeoVision 11 is a luxurious delight of design and 1080p picture quality. It also sounds 
better than any TV we’ve ever used, and has a built-in surround processor for adding 5.1.

LG 47Lm960v
With seven pairs of 3D specs in the box – two of which allow for full-screen gaming – 
this passive 3D TV is great for social occasions. It’s recently been updated with the Game 
World portal, featuring 2D and 3D games – some playable with LG’s Magic Remote.

Philips 55PfL8008
Picture-wise this Philips LED set is nearly the equal of the brilliant Panasonic at No1, 
which is high praise indeed. It can’t quite match it for smart content, but it does have 
Netflix and YouTube, plus a very special skill all of its own in the immersive Ambilight.

Panasonic TX-P42GT60
Panasonic’s replaced last year’s brilliantly accomplished GT50 with the GT60 and 
guess what? It’s brilliantly accomplished. But this time around it’s even better online, 
even better in 3D, has an even better control app and is even better value. Outstanding.

Panasonic TX-P55vT65B
Wow. If Marty McFly jumped out from behind this set to reveal that he was taking 
it back to the future, we wouldn’t bat an eyelid. Its picture is nothing short of 
exceptional, with rich colours, deep blacks and outstanding depth in 2D or 3D.  
It’s packed with clever tech, from voice commands that actually work to multiple 
homescreens and smart apps. And it even sounds better than any flatscreen 
we’ve heard before. In short, it’s the kind of TV you dream of. As we said: wow.

STuff SAyS
The plasma-screened 
Panasonic vT65 is so good 
that you won’t believe what 
you’re seeing. Outstanding
uS$3275 ★★★★★  

uS$3800 
★★★★★

uS$750
★★★★★

uS$3000 
★★★★✩

uS$1630 
★★★★★

uS$2150 
★★★★★

uS$3700 
★★★★✩

uS$2450 
★★★★★

uS$4995 
★★★★★

uS$1850
★★★★✩

best for
PreTTy LIGHTS 
ON yOur wALL

best for
feASTING ON 
SmArT Tv

best for
BIG-SCreeN 
ON A BudGeT
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video streamers

speaKer sYstems

blu-raY plaYers

yamaha ySP-3300
If you’ve got more money than space, send your butler out now for the 3300. This 
compact bar delivers a fantastically convincing virtual surround sound by bouncing 
audio off the walls, and it’ll pass through 4K or 3D video to your TV via HDMI.

marantz ud7007
Pricey like an Aston Martin is pricey and about as satisfying to own, this Marantz can 
play any disc you like, streams music at high-def resolutions and can withstand an  
earthquake. If you really, really take movies and music seriously, this is your player.

Sonos Playbar
A characteristically Sonos take on the soundbar, the Playbar hooks up to your TV via its 
single optical input and fills your room with a big, detailed sound. And as with all Sonos 
kit, it can stream your own music files, Spotify and more wirelessly around the house.

Panasonic dmP-BdT220
It’s not the most extravagantly specified Blu-ray player around (though Panasonic’s 
remote-control app is a joy), but the BDT-220 has the sort of picture- and sound 
quality to make its price look like a misprint. And that’s our favourite kind of mistake.

Sony Bdv-N590
The biggest bargain in home cinema, the Blu-ray -packing N590 has a massive spec 
but a micro price. Picture and sound are excellent, Sony’s smart services are immense 
and its stylish curves and touch-sensitive controls add a dash of premium quality.

Sony BdP-S790
A quite remarkable device, this Sony sounds great, has a wonderful picture in 2D or 
3D and is crammed with on-demand content including Sony’s own Movies Unlimited. 
Its trump card is 4K video upscaling: you may not need it yet, but you soon will.

best for
ALL-yOu-CAN 
STreAm muSIC

best for
BLu-rAy ON  
A BudGeT

uS$920 
★★★★★

uS$190
★★★★★

uS$490 
★★★★★

uS$310
★★★★★

uS$1535 
★★★★★

uS$970 
★★★★★

best for
ON-demANd 
fILmS

best for
THe uLTImATe 
IN QuALITy

best for
AweSOme ALL-
IN-ONe vALue

best for
SmALL-rOOm 
SurrOuNd

Apple Tv
We’re still waiting on Apple’s TV set, but this box is a good start. It can stream in 
1080p, access Netflix and Youtube and opens up the riches of the iTunes store. It  
even makes a neat, dual-screen games machine when teamed with an iOS device.

microsoft Xbox 360
So now we have all the deets of the next generation of consoles. The Xbox One will 
be more media-centric than ever before, but expensive. The PS4 still looks better, 
retains its music and movie skills and is cheaper. The battle, as ever, will rage…

Sony SmP-N200
Sony’s near clean-sweep of this page owes much to its fantastic smart TV roster, and 
this 1080p-capable box has ’em all. So you get iPlayer, Lovefilm and Sony’s own Video 
Unlimited, plus the ability to stream your own files, and all for less than a (big) night out.

best for
muLTImedIA 
fuN

from 
uS$200
★★★★★

uS$150
★★★★★

uS$120
★★★★★

best for
BIG-SCreeN 
IPAd GAmING

best for
SmArTING uP 
A dumB Tv
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Pure Jongo system
Sucking down tunes via the Pure Music app, this great-value multiroom system  
packs both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth smarts. The mobile Jongo S3 speaker benefits from  
a 10hr battery, while the A3 hi-fi adaptor lets your existing stereo join in the fun.

Cambridge Audio minx Air 200
It may not immediately attract the eye, but the Minx Air 200 certainly attracts the ear, 
especially when chucking out tunes at maximum volume, which is very loud indeed. 
With Bluetooth, AirPlay, RCA and aux-in, it’s a crowd-pleaser with its connections, too.

Libratone Zipp
A fuzzy, cylindrical, colourful Airplay dock that will deliver detailed, punchy 360-degree 
sound anywhere at all, thanks to a built-in battery that gives it four hours of outdoors life. 
Direct Wi-Fi skills free you from cables, routers, and everything but the boogie.

Bowers & wilkins Z2
The baby of B&W’s AirPlay range is a little belter, and it adds a proper Lightning dock to 
Apple’s wireless tech. It’ll easily fill a small to medium-sized room with chunky bass, 
punchy beats and lovely, clear vocals. You’ll buy it for the look, but love it for the sound.

Sony SrS-BTm8
Forget that this Sony looks uncomforably like a handbag because  it’s actually one of the 
biggest bargains in hi-fi right now. Pop in four AA batteries (old-school, right?) and it will 
power a party in the park. It’s got fancy NFC, too, but the best thing is that it sounds ace.

Philips fidelio SoundSphere dS9800w
In a world awash with AirPlay-equipped docks, the SoundSpheres have created  
a niche for themselves by offering proper two-channel stereo output. Idiosyncratic looks 
ensure they’ll stand out even further from the crowd, and they sound great too.

denon CeOL Piccolo
A diminutive standard-bearer for next-gen micro hi-fi, the Denon’s got Spotify, a control 
app, and it’ll stream your own tunes, right up to 24-bit. The dock’s 30-pin, but who cares 
when you’ve also got Airplay? Add Q Acoustics 2020i speakers for awesome sound.

Naimuniti 2
The new Naim is the best streamer we’ve heard – feed it music by USB, Wi-Fi, or CD,  
and it’ll pay you back with a sound that’s breathtaking in its clarity and precision. It’s not 
cheap and lacks streaming services, but as soon as you hear it you won’t care.

Cambridge Audio Stream magic 6
Our favourite music streamer is only kept from the top spot by the brilliant flexibility  
of the full Sonos system; as a single player, we’d go for this every time. Team it with the 
Azur 651A amp (US$350), feed it high-resolution 24-bit tunes and you’ll never look back.

Sonos multiroom system
Who needs to drill holes and re-plaster walls to get a multiroom music system? Not 
you. With Sonos, you can expand your set-up at your leisure – why not start with a 
budget Play:3, and add a bigger Play:5 later? Then maybe hook up a Connect to 
your existing hi-fi and router, then add speakers to a Connect:Amp in another room, 
or a SUB for a bass boost. You’ll run out of rooms before you run out of options. For 
a further upgrade, the Arcam rSeries SonLink DAC works a treat with the Connect.

best for
TOP SOuNd 
QuALITy

best for
verSATILITy 
ANd vALue

best for
muLTIrOOm  
ON A BudGeT

STuff SAyS
Infinite music in every  
room without the need  
for custom installers?  
Sign us up now, please
from uS$750 ★★★★★  

uS$4300
★★★★★

uS$505
★★★★★

uS$95
★★★★★

uS$921
★★★★★

uS$385 
★★★★★

uS$660
★★★★★

uS$505
★★★★★

uS$660
★★★★★

from 
uS$150
★★★★✩

best for
AL freSCO 
PArTIeS

best for
BArGAINOuS 
BLueTOOTH
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headphones 89

Sennheiser CX 680i 
Light, sweat-resistant and with a clever ‘EarFin’ to keep them in place, the CX 680i 
in-ears are the perfect partner for sporty music lovers. They sound impressive, too,  
and have an in-line mic. Try the PMX 680is (US$50) if you’d prefer a neckband design.

Sennheiser momentum Black 
Already known as the on-ears for the dapper man about town, Sennheiser has given its 
Momentum cans a cool new black and red paintjob. The specs stay the same; expect 
comfortable cushions and smooth-sounding audio.

klipsch Image X10i
A perennial favourite at Stuff Towers, these tiny, mic-toting buds sound superb and are 
more comfortable than they look. They launched at US$230, so are something of a real 
bargain now. Even the Lou Reed Signature Editions are now available for US$130.

Sony XBA-4iP
These chunky in-ears have four drivers pumping exceptionally punchy, detailed sound 
into each of your gloriously spoilt lugholes, but despite the fairly hefty design they’re 
surprisingly comfortable, too. They were US$400 at launch, so US$240 is a great deal.

Grado iGrado
These have been around a while now, but not long with their new driver, which makes 
them better than ever. Detail, punch and superb tonal balance are the selling points, but 
they’re open-backed, so commuters beware – you’ll be leaking sound all over the bus.

PSB m4u2
Yes, the M4U2s have got great noise-cancelling, but that’s only half the story.  
Using the built-in amp produces a sound that’s almost unbelievably punchy, clean and 
exciting. They might be a bit heavy, but that audio quality really is worth the weight.

Sennheiser mm 550-X
With hi-fi quality aptX Bluetooth, noise-cancelling, great sound and a mic for use  
with smartphones, the awesomely portable MM 450-X cans might be the only pair  
of headphones you ever need. Now we’re just hoping the next iPhone has aptX built in.

Soundmagic e10
Look closely at the picture and you might notice a little weave in the E10’s cable.  
Yes, these budget belters were tweaked a while back to make their cable more durable. 
They sound better than they did too – good enough for the bronze-medal spot.

Bowers & wilkins P3
Superb sound and a very solid and achingly stylish design make these the best portable 
on-ears around. The fact that two cables come in the box – one with a mic and remote 
for iPhones and one without – only sweetens the already candy floss-like deal.

Phonak Audéo Pfe 012
It’s not easy creating the perfect headphones. Music is so subjective that one 
human’s perfect sound is lacking in bass for another, and too bright for pedant 
number three. The PFE 012s do about as good a job of satisfying disparate tastes 
as any in-ears we’ve tried. They dig up bags of detail and deliver sweet vocals along 
with a palpable soundstage. You’ll need to move fast though, as they’re soon to be 
discontinued. We’ll be listening out for a worthy replacement in the near future.

best for
IN-eAr 
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best for
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best for
TuNe-LOvING 
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best for
SHuTTING OuT 
THe wOrLd 

STuff SAyS
fantastic sound, noise 
blocking and comfort at  
an excellent price. The 
perfect PmP upgrade
uS$125 ★★★★★  

uS$55
★★★★✩

uS$295
★★★★✩

uS$45 
★★★★✩

uS$270 
★★★★✩

uS$330 
★★★★✩

uS$440
★★★★✩

uS$370
★★★★✩

uS$415 
★★★★✩

uS$75 
★★★★✩

best for
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best for
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Borderlands 2 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
The first Borderlands took a big gamble on its boldly original, cel-shaded animation  
style, and won a big pile of fans and money. The sequel looks even better, while also 
serving up extra helpings of humour, explosions and frenetic gunishment.

Ni No kuni: wrath of the white witch PS3
Even if you haven’t played a Japanese RPG since 1998, this charming story is worth 
revisiting the genre for – and if you’re a fan of Studio Ghibli animation, it’s a must-play. 
Plus, it features an amusing Welsh potato-creature with a lantern in his nose.

Assassin’s Creed 3 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
A huge game in every sense, with a very long central campaign, a cornucopia of mini-
games and side missions, and a vast world to explore. Finished all that and thirsty for 
more? The final part of DLC trilogy, The Tyranny of King Washington, is now available.

far Cry 3 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
Incredibly, Ubisoft has taken the ‘rich white tourist goes to war on third-world islanders’ 
premise and turned it into an enjoyable, open-world adventure. Too serious for you? Try 
’80s cyborg spin-off Blood Dragon (from US$15, PC, PS3, Xbox). It’s mad but brilliant.

Grid 2 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
Don’t come to it expecting the realism of Gran Turismo and you’ll find much to love 
about Grid 2. It’s gorgeous to look at and playable as hell, thanks to some genuinely 
tough AI opponents, tons of courses and the sheer variety of thrills on offer.

fIfA 13 PC/PS3/Xbox 360
The field of choice for Stuff’s office league continues to impress. The tweaks are 
relatively subtle, but add up to a huge advance in realism. They’ve even sorted out  
some of our gripes such as AI team-mates running offside with frustrating regularity.

dishonored PC/PS3/Xbox 360
This whale-oil-fuelled steampunk adventure is Deus Ex with a crossbow, and as such  
it’s all about choice: ‘ghost’ the game without killing anyone, go in stabbing with your 
sword or use your eldritch powers to summon a swarm of man-eating rats.

Bioshock Infinite PC/PS3/Xbox 360
From its achingly gorgeous setting in the skies to a super-intelligent story that tackles 
religion, racism and metaphysics, Infinite is an innovative tour de force. None of that would 
matter if the gameplay lagged – but it barely puts a foot wrong either. Stunning.

Tomb raider PC/PS3/Xbox 360
Yes, it’s a Franchise Reboot, but the well-paced mixture of puzzles, action sequences, 
gun fights and stealth make the latest Lara Croft adventure an immersive, cinematic 
experience. Possibly the best fun we’ve ever had pretending to be a 21-year-old girl.

The Last Of us PS3
You might think there’s no life left in the soon-to-be-obsolete PlayStation 3. And 
you might think the zombie-game genre has reached saturation point, given the 137 
undead-themed releases this year. But you’d be wrong on both counts. Gloriously, 
thrillingly, nerve-shreddingly wrong. With its compelling story, wonderful acting and 
superb gameplay, spending a few hours with The Last Of Us is like having a final fling 
with an old flame. You know there’s no future in it. But it’s magnificent while it lasts.
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best for
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STuff SAyS
A captivating, terrifying 
triumph from start to finish, 
The Last Of Us is as good as 
current-gen gaming gets
★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★

★★★★★
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Samsung 900X4C
Cramming a 15in screen into a 14.9mm slim body is impressive – the quality of said 
screen, slightly less so. But with 8GB RAM, a 1.7GHz Intel Core i5 Ivy Bridge chip and 
128GB SSD, it’s a solid Air alternative. Price cuts bring it close to the Air, too.

Asus Taichi 21
This Win8 hybrid sticks a live tile-friendly touchscreen on top of a full laptop sporting 
Core i7 innards. You know how the saying goes: why settle for one 11.6in HD screen  
when you can have two? And there’s now a 13-inch version too – the Taichi 31.

Asus S200e
The touchscreen makes it ideal for Windows 8, but the S200E’s also got a top keyboard, 
bags of connectivity and enough power for 3D gaming. Specs aren’t quite top notch, but 
with an i3 Sandy Bridge core, 4GB RAM and a 500GB HDD, it’s good enough at this price.

Acer Aspire S7
The Aspire S7 is almost the perfect Ultrabook – it matches the MacBook Air for weight, 
beats it for slimness by 6mm, and has a gorgeous 1920x1080 touch-friendly screen. 
Only its battery, which lasted a mere five hours on test, prevents it getting that fifth star.

Acer Aspire S3
There’s no denying that Acer’s first Ultrabook, the 13.3in Aspire S3, is invading the 
MacBook Air’s territory: it comes with an Intel Core i7, 4GB RAM, 500GB HDD/SSD 
hybrid drive and HDMI. The Air is way pricier, but has a sharper screen and better build.

Alienware m17x
At 4.26kg the M17x is only really portable in theory, but it’s carrying the good kind of 
weight – the kind that includes Radeon HD7970M graphics, an Intel Core i7 Ivy Bridge 
chip, and a precise 17in 1080p screen. The kind of weight that crushes modern games.

Samsung Series 7 Chronos
More of a Win 8 than Mac type? This brushed-aluminium MacBook Pro alternative has 
plenty of power (Core i7 brain, AMD Radeon HD6750M graphics), a sharp 15.6in full HD 
screen and a 6hr battery. It’s not the most portable at 2.4kg, but we can live with that.

HP envy 6 Sleekbook
AMD Trinity processors power this Ultrabook alternative, making it cheaper and more 
battery-filled. The Envy 6 has a quality metal lid and rubberised base, 15.6in screen, and 
its 6GB RAM gives the 500GB hard drive faster boot times than a similar Intel core i3.

Apple macBook Pro with retina display
Simply put, the 15-incher is the best laptop (ever) thanks to power, portability and the 
best screen of any laptop we’ve seen. The 13in model has less grunt but is a tidier size. So 
why No.2? Because they’re both pricey, and in real life we’d have to go for the Air.

Apple macBook Air 13in
If you’re an Apple fan, deciding which MacBook to buy ain’t easy. The Air is more 
powerful than ever, with Intel Core i5 or i7 Ivy Bridge processors, HD 4000 graphics 
and two USB3.0 ports – yet it’s still jaw-droppingly slim and sexy. But then the 
MacBook Pro with Retina Display (below) has more power still, plus that incredible 
screen and is no longer a porker itself. It’s also loads more expensive, though, and 
while our hearts might say ‘Pro’, our minds (and bank managers) are saying ‘Air’.

best for
everyTHING 
BAr THe PrICe

best for
TOuCHy-feeLy 
wINdOwS 8

best for
SerIOuS 
GAmerS

STuff SAyS
Tiny it may be, but the 
stunning macBook Air, 
running the best OS out 
there, won’t shirk big jobs
uS$1250 ★★★★★  

uS$660 
★★★★★

uS$750
★★★★✩

uS$850 
★★★★✩

uS$2450
★★★★★

from  
uS$3015 
★★★★★

uS$2200 
★★★★✩

uS$1500 
★★★★★

uS$2450 
★★★★✩

uS$1500
★★★★✩

best for
TOuCHy-feeLy 
wINdOwS 8
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best for
SHOOTING  
LIke THe PrOS

Nikon d3200
Like its D3100 predecessor, the D3200 has an excellent photography-course-in-a-
camera Guide mode, although that’s no longer the star attraction. This entry-level DSLR 
has a very non-entry-level 24MP sensor capable of producing truly professional results.

Sony SLT-A77
This Sony is super-capable, with continuous shooting speeds of up to 12fps, a 24MP 
sensor, rugged body and an absolutely stunning electronic viewfinder. Despite the A77’s 
SLR-ish looks, it has to make do with a digital eye viewfinder rather than an optical one.

Canon eOS 60d
The Canon 60D is a DSLR camera aimed at the serious amateur: a ruggedly built, 
feature-stuffed snapper that counts full 1080p video among its charms. An all-round 
great choice for the Canon user looking to step up from the entry-level models.

Panasonic Lumix dmC-GX1
The spiritual successor to the GF1, the GX1 is a Micro Four Thirds cam that’s as satisfying 
for the enthusiast as it is for those stepping up from a compact. Plenty of controls and a 
touchscreen combine with a superb 16MP sensor for a very reasonably priced package.

Panasonic dmC-G5
The G5 is the only snapper with the pace to keep up with the Olympus E-M5’s 
autofocus. Beginner-friendly controls, decent 16MP pics, touchscreen control and 
superb full HD 60fps AVCHD video recording all add up to a compelling package.

Canon eOS 6d
Canon’s cheapest ever full-framer is an awesome little SLR with a few clever tricks up its 
lens. As well as its all-new 20.2MP sensor, it boasts a GPS receiver for geotagging your 
pics and Wi-Fi for direct uploading or remote control from an iPhone or Android device.

Sony NeX-7
A host of manual photo and video controls are available via its gorgeously minimalist 
unmarked knobs, but it’s the exceptional quality of its 24.3MP images that really 
impresses. We suspect that an updated model may be just around the corner, though.

Nikon d600
Pro power has never come at such a reasonable price. A full-frame 24.3MP sensor 
combines with accurate 39-point autofocus for stunning results. Dual SD card slots, 
built-in flash and 5.5fps shooting speed complete a seriously powerful proposition.

Canon eOS 650d
Our favourite DSLR contains a hybrid 18MP CMOS sensor that enables continuous 
autofocus during video recording, a responsive touchscreen and 5fps burst shooting. 
The 700D is out soon, but it’s not a massive upgrade, so the 650D remains a good bet.

Olympus Om-d e-m5
After its success in resurrecting the PEN brand, it was inevitable Olympus would 
emblazon the legendary OM moniker across its first compact system camera with 
a viewfinder. And boy, does it live up to the name. This is a CSC with pro aspirations: 
astoundingly fast AF, 9fps burst shooting, an excellent EVF, weatherproof body, 
tons of controls and superb 16MP pics right through to ISO 25,600. Best of all is the 
Live Time mode for a live view of long exposures. It’s well-priced these days too.

best for
ALL-rOuNd 
vALue

best for
NewBIe 
SNAPPerS

STuff SAyS
The best compact system 
camera so far, boasting 
super-fast autofocus and 
great advanced features
uS$1200 ★★★★★
(w/12-50mm lens)

uS$2215
(body only) 
★★★★★

uS$1175
(body only) 
★★★★★

uS$950
(w/14-42mm lens) 
★★★★★

uS$1000
(body only) 
★★★★★

uS$1300
(w/18-55mm lens) 
★★★★★

uS$980
(body only)

★★★★★

uS$715
(body only)

★★★★★

uS$2700
(body only)

★★★★★

uS$500
(body only)

★★★★✩
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best for
ON-THe-GO 
ImAGe SHArING

best for
BudGeT 
BuyerS

Canon IXuS 125 HS
A surprisingly powerful camera given its tiny dimensions, the IXUS 125 HS has stripped-
back controls, 5x optical zoom and no fewer than 58 different settings in auto mode.  
It’s not one for enthusiasts, then, but neither does it compromise on image quality. 

Canon PowerShot G15
Looking for a compact(ish) camera with pro flourishes such as optical viewfinder, 
external flash, filter ring and manual controls? The G15 will do you proud. You’ll also  
get crisp, clean photos with accurate colours, plus a nippy AF and a tank-like build.

Panasonic Lumix dmC-fZ200
If you want a superzoom cam, the Lumix FZ200 wipes the floor with its rival snoopy 
snappers. A small and solid build is coupled with a 24x optical zoom, an excellent auto 
mode and spot on exposure abilities. The downside is the video, which is a mixed bag.

Nikon Coolpix Aw110 
With a metallic body, sturdy locking mechanism and optional camo finish, our new 
favourite tough cam has got that whole military chic thing nailed. Its army – geddit? – of 
features include excellent 16MP stills, 1080p@30fps video and glove-friendly controls.

Samsung Galaxy Camera
The new king of snap-sharing has a 4.8in screen, Android 4.1, auto Dropbox uploads 
and loads of filter and editing apps. Its 16.3MP images aren’t quite the best, but it’s a 
sexy slice of the future and updates bring new scene modes including ‘food’. Yes, food.

fujifilm finePix X100S
Fujifilm’s souped-up its fixed lens retro shooter, with faster focusing and a big APS-C 
sensor. It’s not all new though, keeping the 35mm-equivalent f/2 lens and hybrid 
viewfinder that we loved from the X100. An alternative finish would be nice, mind you.

Sony dSC-rX100
The 20MP RX100 is just what we’re looking for in an advanced compact. Genuinely 
pocketable with a huge 1in sensor and customisable lens ring, it takes natural,  
well-balanced images and is able to shoot silky 1080p@50fps video. Top notch.

Canon PowerShot S110
Superb image quality at most ISO settings, manual controls and a new touchscreen 
are enough to put this truly compact snapper in the No.2 spot. And while its Wi-Fi 
sharing isn’t as easy to use as we’d like, an update to CameraWindow should remedy it. 

fujifilm finePix X20
The X20 isn’t all retro looks and no trousers. It excels in Advanced Auto mode and has 
manual controls and RAW shooting for creative days. The optical viewfinder, though 
small, is linked to the 4x zoom and frames well. All this, and it looks damn cool.

Sony dSC-HX50
In the blink of an eye in which Fujifilm elected to update its Top 10-topping X20, 
the HX50 jumped in its seat and declared itself king of the castle. And, despite 
protestations from the lowly rascal X20 below, the Sony’s position is justified. Its 
20.4MP CMOS sensor and 24-270mm (35mm equiv.) lens combine to produce 
awesome images in a wide range of situations. There’s also a hot shoe for a flash 
or an electronic viewfinder, so its lack of RAW shooting is its only real flaw.

best for
AdveNTurOuS 
SNAPPerS

best for
POrTABLe 
POwer

best for
AT-A-dISTANCe 
SHOOTING

best for
dSLr PICS IN  
A SmALL BOdy

STuff SAyS
unassuming looks hide  
an amazingly capable 
camera to suit beginners  
or burgeoning Bailey-ettes 
uS$470 ★★★★★

uS$390
★★★★★

uS$520
★★★★★

uS$450
★★★★✩

uS$460
★★★★★

uS$630
★★★★★

uS$445
★★★★★

uS$385
★★★★★

uS$1550
★★★★★

uS$155
★★★★✩
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best for
ALL-rOuNd 
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best for
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best for
SerIOuS 
SHOOTerS

Canon XA10
Canon’s ultra-compact XA10 handles fine detail superbly due to its f/1.8 lens and 2.37MP 
chip. It might not look big enough to play with the big boys, but twin XLR inputs on its 
detachable handle give would-be filmmakers professional prowess straight out the box.

Garmin nüvi 3490LmT
Slender and stylish, this posh-nav might look expensive but it comes with the major 
benefit of live traffic info – via a Garmin smartphone app – free for the lifetime of the 
device. Add pinch-to-zoom, 3D maps and photo-realistic junctions, and it’s a win.

dino PC mini Carnivore HTPC
At the size of a year’s worth of Stuffs, the Dino is lounge-friendly indeed, while Blu-ray, 
near-silent operation, low power uptake and Xbox-quality gaming belie its diminutive size. 
Meanwhile, the addition of an Intel Core i5 3570K processor gives this Dino extra roar.

GoPro Hero3 Silver edition
Thinner, lighter and more feature-laden than ever, the rugged Hero3 doesn’t disappoint, 
shooting fantastic wide-angle 1080p@30fps and 11MP snaps. Alternatively, extreme 
videographers after 4K footage or 720p@120fps might prefer the Black Edition (US$360).

Google maps Navigation 
Apple’s Maps app for iOS6 remains pretty, but flawed. With Google Nav now back in the 
iTunes Store, there really is one solid choice for both iOS and Android users and this is it. 
Street View, accurate public transport info, cycle maps and decent traffic warnings. Bingo.

Alienware X51
This PC is as happy sat by a TV as it is under a desk. It’s the size of an Xbox 360 but it 
runs a whole lot faster – and is whisper-quiet. With a Core i5 Ivy Bridge processor, 8GB 
of RAM and the new 1GB Nvidia GTX 660 graphics card, it’s got more welly than ever.

Canon Legria Hf r48
If you’re after a video box that concentrates on the things that count, the HF R48 is your 
cam. It lays down super-smooth 1080p@50fps footage in all conditions, has a useful 32x 
zoom, 32GB of internal memory, a big battery and even does a fine job with sound. 

TomTom GO LIve 1005
We’re smitten. With its spacious 5in screen and clever route calculation, the 1005 is our fave 
sat-nav yet. Yes, there’s an added cost, but you get a free year of Live services (US$47.50 
thereafter), including HD Traffic, complete with real-time info on road snarl-ups.

Apple imac
The latest iMac is thinner and more powerful than ever: Core i5 or i7 Ivy Bridge and at 
least 8GB RAM running the none-more-elegant OS X Mountain Lion. Apple has yet to 
embrace touchscreen tech, but why would you want to besmirch that luscious screen?

best for
ACTION-JuNkIe 
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best for
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best for
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uS$290
★★★★★

uS$free
★★★★✩

from 
uS$1300 
★★★★★

uS$590 
★★★★★

from 
uS$300
★★★★✩

from 
uS$1590
★★★★★

uS$2000
★★★★★

uS$355
★★★★✩

from 
uS$915
★★★★★
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kTm macina race 29
Teutonic motorbike specialist KTM serves up an MTB with a four-speed 250W Bosch 
motor that provides torquey pedalling assistance for up to 75 miles – albeit with an initial 
weight penalty. Bigger 29in wheels and quality Shimano bits keep things rolling.

korg mS-20 mini
If you’re looking at this and thinking of a Bletchley Park switchboard – “Churchill on 
the line, Sir” – this might not be for you. If you’re thinking “Why, that looks like a 
reboot of the original MS-20 synth, but with handy 3.5mm jack mixing”, you’re in.

fitbit flex
The Flex delivers all of Fitbit’s activity-tracking smarts, but in a form factor that is less 
fiddly than its belt-clip counterparts. It’s packed with Bluetooth, NFC, vibratomotor 
and a display. Jawbone’s Up is a little smarter and more stylish, but pricier at US$160.

Apple iPod Touch
An iPhone without the phone, the 5th-gen Touch is lighter and thinner than ever – and 
it’s got a 4in Retina screen, too. With iOS 6, the 5MP iSight camera, Siri, iTunes and App 
Store joys, this is a media device that’s no longer just about playing the odd tune.

Sennheiser X320
These gaming cans – with a noise-cancelling mic, bass boost and controls for in-game 
and voice channels – are aimed at Xbox 360 users. Not of the Xbox persuasion?  
Look out for the U 320s, which will play nicely with your PS3, PC and Mac.

Synology dS212J
We’ll be testing the new DS213J soon. Meanwhile, the DS212J persists: slot in two hard 
drives so you can back up your data and stream it via DLNA to TVs, consoles, tablets 
or phones. It’s also a print, FTP, mail and iTunes server, with iOS and Android apps. 

Nike Lunar Tr1+
Can’t afford a personal trainer? The Lunar TR1+ running shoes are cheaper, and far more 
intelligent too. Sensors at the ball, heel and toe, plus 3-axis accelerometers record how 
you’re moving, and an iOS app gives you feedback and workouts from top athletes.

Parrot Ar.drone 2.0
The second-generation of this app-controlled quadricopter boasts a 720p camera, 
easier control and – best of all – the ability to do flips. You don’t need one, but you’ll  
want one. A recent price drop means there’s enough for a spare battery (US$30) too. 

Pebble
The age of the smartwatch begins with the Kickstarter-funded Pebble. It works well as  
a timepiece thanks to a crisp mono LCD and customisable faces, but the fun really starts 
when you sync with your iThing or Android device for notifications and apps.

Amazon kindle Paperwhite 
The Paperwhite’s 6in touchscreen has 62% more pixels than its predecessor, giving 
it pin-sharp text, but all you’ll care about is the built-in backlight. It’s a godsend for 
night-time reading, and even in sunshine the always-on light makes text sharper 
and ‘pages’ whiter than ever. With a solid build, grippy rubber finish and plenty of 
fonts, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it. Plus Amazon’s online ecosystem 
still rules supreme. Feeling skint? The excellent non-touch basic Kindle is just US$70.

STuff SAyS
The best screen, the best 
ebook store and a light that 
could change reading habits 
– kindle’s still on top
uS$170 ★★★★★  

uS$375
★★★★★

uS$140 
★★★★★

uS$100
★★★★★

uS$155 
★★★★★

uS$210 
★★★★★

uS$750
★★★★★

uS$330
★★★★★

uS$250
★★★★★

uS$3600
★★★★★
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non-linearity
Y

ay! I always hated linearity.  
It’s so square. 
Well, quite. Linearity is dull. It’s the 
pop-up that says “This door is 

locked!”; the regimented run-off in OutRun;  
the end-of-level boss that’s guarding the 
Wondrous Water Wings of Wazeria that you 
need for the next level. You’re playing the game, 
but you’re making decisions on cue. Even free-
roamers such as GTA are effectively frozen until 
you’re done crashing cars into pedestrians and 
mooch resignedly over to the ‘mission’ icon.   

Well, duh. A game without the succeed-and-
progress dynamic would be pointless. Like…  
Like MS Flight Simulator – the only game that 
needs specially trained ‘air traffic counsellors’  
to talk middle-aged men out of the sky. But 
forget that – what if a game narrative could  
be flexible? Take Loveshack Entertainment’s 
Framed, pictured above, in which you can 
change the outcome of any given scenario by 
simply moving the frames around. It requires 
lateral thinking: how can I re-jig this so that I, not 
him, get the gun, save the girl and get out?

Ugh. Sounds cerebral. 
Too much so for you, I fear. But we’ve already 
seen the return of a famously non-linear 
franchise: the Fighting Fantasy books, 
reimagineered into an iOS app without losing 
the essential ‘You Be The Hero’ premise, nor the 
text-based adventure. Still too brainy for you? 
Plymouth University has been trialling a system 
for films that senses audience reaction to on-
screen events and plays out a different ending 
to suit. If that catches on, studios will have to try 
even harder to spoil film endings in the trailer.
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